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WHAT IS. WICHE?
WICHE, the Western InterstateCommission for Higher Education, is'a nonprofitagency created by the 13 western states. The Commission administers the WesternRegional Education Compact, which is an agreement among the states to workcooperatively to improve edpeational prdgramt and facilities. WICHE was forballyestablished in 1951; program activity began it 1953.: -GOVERNING ARD: Each state is represented on the governing board by

Bps
three commissione who are appointed by their respective governors. These 39men and women,who serve without pay. come from a broad variety of backgfoundsincluding education, state government, medicine, law, business, and Tabor.
FINANCES: Each member state appropriate,s j$28,000 annually to financeWICHE's general activities The WICI-JE Board of Commissioners has approvedan increase to $39.000 effective July 1977 for fiscal year 1977-1978. Additionally.the western states can voluntarily each contribute $15,000 to support WICHE'sprograms in mentaj health and the human services. The majority of WICHE'sindividual programs and projets are supported by foundation and public aencyfunds. For fiscal year 1'976-'1977 these grant and contract dollars provided approxi-mately 13 dollars for each dollar received from the states.

WICHE's GOALS:
Improve the quality pf education beyond high school.
Expand educational oppOr6n14i.g.s, iscluding those in continuing education.Coordifiaig and expand irrterAte antinterinstitutional cooperative progrtims.

o
Help institutions of highereducation inif,rove both academic administrition andinstitutional management. ,P '

. eAssist the education community in an appraisal of and in a response to thechanging needs of the West. .
Raise the public level of understanding of the role of higtiet education.

PROGRAM AND PHILOSOPHY:
WICHE serves as a fact-finding agency and a clearing house for Informationabout higher education; it also' makes basic, studies of educational needs andresources.

. WICHE acts g'h catalyst to help member states work out educational programsof mutual advantage and serves western states and institutions as an admink-trativerand fiscal agent for carrying out interstate arrangements for educationalservices.

.1P1CHE works by building consensits;1 has o control over the memb;r statesor individual institution's:

WICHE serves #s a neutral con'ener on 'interstate problems in education tobuild bridges of understanding among all the various constituencies. ,
W ICHE cooperates with state, regional, and national agencies, organizations,and institutes for united educational efforts and to avoid duplication wheneverpossible. r'

WICHE MEMBER STATES
Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, HaWaii., Idaho, Montana, Nevada,

New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyoming
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FOREWORD

The First Western Regional Wor4.ing Conference
on "Ethnic Minorities . and the Health Professions."
cosponsored by the University of Utah Health ,Science
Center, the University of Colorado Medical Center,
and. the Western Interstate Commission for Higher
Education (\NICHE), was held in Salt Lake City,'Utah,
March 23-25, 1976. Approximately' sixty selected par-
ticipantst were in attendance.

Representatives from thirteen western states, as.
well as other states throughout the U.S., gathered tof,
share their concerns, .ext.hange ideas, and demonstrate
their unity for the continueeapansion of the ethnic
minority role within the health professions. Discussion
centered on the degree of effecriNeness of educational
and governmental institutions to train and support and,
subsequently, provide quality health care to ttiose com-
munities invest in need. Familiar topics in the area of
recruitment. admissions, and retention were e ;amined
to deternpne the continuation of programs designed
to increase the participation of ethnic minorities within
the entire spectrum of the health care delivery system.
Pressing issues such as the legality of-' minority admis:

IV

;

sion criteria, sensitizing and motivating faculty and
administration to meet ethnic minoriteds, develop-
ing rationale. for program planning, and providing alter-
natives to traditional entry methacts were addressed.

This conference was -(he first of its kind in the
broad areas of the health professions. NeiTr before
has a' group with such divergent backgrounds come
togethgr to work toward achieving a common goal:
to involve more minorities in the health professions.
Currently, the state of ethnic minorities and their role
in the health professions amounts to an unnecessary
waste of an untapped resource available and ready
to serve if given a fair opportunity to succeed. Estab-
lished traditional institutions are slowly and painstak-
ingly complying, but long-lasting change is required to
accommodate the nontraditional student. WICHE is
acutely aware of this deficiency and gives its encour-
agement to the opening of v.9rkab!e channels to achieve
these goals. To this end W1CHE has committed itself
to meeting .the objectheof ensuring more representa-
tion to ethnic minorities in the health professions.

Phillip Sirotkin
Executive Director
Western Interstate Commission for

Higher Education

#
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CONFERENCE-
OVERVIEW-

,Dev eloping. successful preparat educational pro-
grams in higher education for ethnic minorities inter-
ested in pursuing careers in the health professions
should be an area of prime:concern for college and
university staffs in the Wgstern United States: Recently,

u the staff of the University of Colorado Medical tenter,
the UniVersity of Utah Health SLienLe Center, and the
Western Interstate fommnsiun for Higher EduLatwn
examined closely the state of minority education in the
health piofessions in the western region. Conclusive
review' suizges ed that, despite frequent claims of accom-
plishments, tese programs have been relatively unpro-
ductive b.:cause of several factors. Ethnic minorities are
still underrepresented in proportion,to their numbers
in.health professions programs in institutions\ of higher
education. They account for a disproportionately higher
share of the attrition rate among students in hrgher
education And, proportionately, their educational
achievements are also significantly fewer than those
of the general population .students.

In sum, the current state .of training for the health
professibns for ethnic minorities amounts to an un-
necessary loss in terms of both individual and mmu-.
nity needs in the health areas.

Many probl mm seem to preclude the potentia con-
tribution that wining kir the health professions could
provide to et is minorities in terms of health im-
provement and nomic advancement Institutional
recruitment practices regarding admission Nimes and
Luunseling seuctes are conLerried more,with numeriLai
representation and required academic standards tot
comply with gOernment guidelines than with the

v

r
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needs and motivational factors of prospective minority
students. Insufficient inancial aid, -together with the
mismanagement of its distribution, disguiages the po-
tential educational ac ievements of .these' ethnic mi-
nority students. Tits leodg to a highly skewed and
diluted distribution of professions for these oudents.
Furthermore, the uncertainty of the future of special
programs for the disadvantaged student in tie health
professions places.the administration aid Apecial er-
vices personnel in a precarious positigikli: terms of
their own career alternatives, adding still Another
dimension of frustration. The combination of these ,nd
other problems continues So affect, and is .relata to,
the prevailieig ineffectiveness of the health. professions
to recruit and retain ethnic minorillAistudents.

Clearly% then, problems currently facing ethnic mi-
nority students- in the health professions are numerous
and complex. If the health professions are to become
instrumental as social problem solving mechanisms fox
ethnic minority health needs, then these institutions,t
the educational policy makers, and the administrators
responsible for the recruitment and retention of (ethnic
minority students must ensure 'that:

1. Tbe admissions policies and the recruitment
practices of health profession institutions be period-
ically reexamined in order to accommodate the chang-
ing needs of ethnic minorities and their communities.

2. Funding sources in health career recruitment
and retention- programs be evaluated periodically in
terms of their actual impact on the 'health professions
community and re'viev<ed in order to generate the de-
sired educational outcome.

I
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3.\The causes for ethnic minority students' and-
:- tion la& clearly understood, and' appropriate institu-

-*tional policies and practice be developed` to reduce. ,

this attrition. rate.
4. Minority health administrators and related spe-

cial services personnel be provided vs ith training and
continuino, education .in administration nd manage-
mat 'skills ..e.g . cont management urce alloca-

and planning echniques..
5. Faculty, counselors, and L r educational per-

sonneivbe sensitized to the special health needs and
world views of ethnic minorities on the basis of their
divergent linguistic and cultural backgrounds .

6 Student financial aid packning in the health
professions be examined periodically in terms of its
actuat impact and reused to generate the desired edu-
cational outcome
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7. An information clearinghouse, beestaeblished in
the western region that would las...4ccessitile to tliose
individuals and groups concerned- with the advance-
ment of ethnic minorities in the health professions.

8. Intensive4ng-term occupational trainin/ and -
career development in the health professions be insti-
tuted as an integral part of the education of ethnic
minorities.

Thus, while it is clear that these, issues were a
primary concern of the conference participants, these
same concerns are or should be.equally critkal to ethers
involved in or committed to innovative and .successful
health c,,,Ireer program,I. We also believe that through '
the -distrtution of this publication other program
administrators can become more aware of and sensitive
to the needs of ethnic minorities in the health)pro-
fessions.

ti)

t ,
Benjamin L. Cordova
Staff Associate, Student Exchanggyrograms

Western Interstate Commission for ,

Higher Education ,
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FOCUS ON THE FUTURE

Keynote Addres
EthniC N'ople of Color
and the Health Professions;

. Our Challenge0or This Decade

Marie Branch, R.N., M.A.
Project Rirector Models for Introducing Cultural Diversity in Nursing Curricula
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education '

So many of us haNe been working actively for the
last 10 syears or mori in trying to impact the health
profession, not only with numbers of students, but also
with a concept that we feel is important and should
be woven into the curriculum and Lonsidered for prac-
tice. In p7I, there was only .one nursing program rn
the West that had a. full-timd staff person in the School
of Nursing whose sole responsibility was to ensure that
minority students entered and completed the program
In 194 there were 18 such positions in schools in the
West. Certainly sip Le then there. have been many more
such positions created all oer the Lutintry. I think
thosedobs' have not been duplicated in such numbers
by schools of medicine, dentistry, veterinary, pharmag,,,

' and so forth, however, many of those programs. do
have minority coordinators available to them within
the minority center.

I want to explain briefly what my project has LTZ)--ne
with regard to some standard terminology usage. We

those of us who are the raLial minority in this coun-
try and the racial majority in the world were very
concerned by the use of the term of "minority The
term minority" tends to only further stercotypegroups
that we are trying to get to emerge from a particular
position. When we looked at the term "ethnic groups,"
we realized that there are rilany ethmc groups in this
country (meaning, w lute Ohnic groups, etc ) So we
arrived at the term 'ethalt- people of color" to desig-
nate ,those groups, who. primarily NLause of their
whir. have' been sictims of iaLism and oppression in
this Lountry. It is significant that many pLj.ple in the

A

country who tend to want to speak for us have said .
that this is not an adequate term it will be interest-
ing to know how we Ai-selves feel About it.

, We began all of this activity about miMirities, in
the health. professions on a formalized basis with a
backgrourkd of militancy in the 1960s. Now, just past
the mid-way point in the 1970s, we should decrde what
we have accomplished and what reMains to be done.
I believe that there area number of ,criteria for sweets.

One criterion,*I think, is'fairly easy to look at is
the numbers game; Although we do not want to play
the numbers and color same, nevertheless, if you look
at statistics of minorities and women in the health field,
partly clarified by a 1974 HEW booklet, two sets of
comparative figures are given. one for the late 1960s
and one for the early 1970s. There were two directions
4 action emelt...ging. from thee civil 'rights movement:
(1) the inclusion of so-called minority or ethnic peo-
ple of color into the health professions beginning with
admittance to schdol through completion of a program,
and becoming licensed for practice, (2) the inclusion '
of more women into such professions as dentistry,
medicine, veterinary medicine, and law anri more
men admitted in.to nursing.

Look at some of the figures. In 1968- 69, the
figure ror medical schools enrolling minorit studers.
was 3.6 percent; that figure grew to 9.5 ercent in
1974 In 1968-1969, women were enrolled n medic
schools at the rate of about 8.8 percent, n 1974 it
was 15 4,percent. There were more than 1 percent
women in our programs in 1974 compared to 9 per-

,
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FOCUS ON. THE-FUTURE

cent' minorities In dentistry the picture is somewhat
the same, In nursing those figures hays clonged froth
2- to 3 percent in 1966 and 1967 for minority saidents
enrolled, to 7o7 percent 1972 and 1973 Howe\ ere
there are still ery few men iii ursing .The percentage
of 'men enrolled in schools of nursing grew from 15
percent in 1866 to 4 8 ,percent in 1972. Irbnically.
statistic 1 'evidence inyhcatel that the spill -oyer effect
on nu ority programs has benefited non-minorities
more than the people the programs, have ,been. set ,up
to serve. ,

I believe another criterion of success in our efforts
to increase minority inclusion, or the inclusion of ethnic
people of color, in the health profession is something
I call responsiy enGss How have minority, communities
benefited tram the increase of theirs-own students in
health profession schools'' It -is my guess that the com-
munities have not fared well for some of the following
reasons I'Wr them to tare well, we would have to make
sure that the -students ws recruited and those who
entered the profession were students who more, suit-
abls, met the needs of the community than any other
range of students, In other 1% mls, these students should
be responsive to the community and should be eval-
uated for admission accordingly' Furthermore, admis-
sion criteria should be based on 'bilingual ability, be
evaluated for cultural know-how, sensitivity to ,social
problems, and a dedication to serve the people Where,

the admis>ion; criteria in the Schools, is there. `any
reflection of this as the kes component of what we
are searching for in the new types of student's we are
bringing into, the progiamA

What we need, and what our communities lwe
said. is that Nye want mavericks Of color, yet we know
that it is easier for white' radicals to get into medical

Appr9ximately sixty participants
attended the conference.

.4

and nursing school programs that' it is for so- called
radical Chicanos, Indians or Blacks By "radical" I
mean thoste people who haYe siAwn that, in the'tface.
of racism and harassment. they are expi!rienced in

,affecting institutional change.
,

Beyond admissions criteria, k e should, (ben look at
how the curricula of the schoof that we are trying to
impact reflect the needsyof the community. We would
assume that the curricula Ns6uld spell out. 1f qst sup-
port. those students who have entered with some com-
munity components, in terms of their characteristics,
'abilities, and -behay iors, The schools should nourish
these tudents in this direction. We would also look fOr
curricula that prombte cultural awareness of faculty
and staff, an,d for curricula that have acuitii, teaching-
components as a required part of the ciirri6ulum

There seem to be two choices. In one sense, we
have to act in a leadership role 'until there are 'enough
people to assume that role for us.. Those people why
will be setting .the direction will be the entering stu-
dents' the young practitioners and the new practitioners.

What disturbs me most is the numbers problem,
and .that' is really repres'entative of the fact that most
institutional settings require us to fit the profile of the
new students who may be a nontraditional learner and
NN ho may have come with valuable aspects.

Until now, ,histo.rically, those of us who are mast
like white people (but who have kinky hair. accents,
and a different color) are the ones who Aucceed. That
is, the people NN hb are most traditionaT in terms of
community are not getting into school, and many of-

them who gCt in ai-e art graduatiwi thirik that ,is
representative of two types of ethnic people of color:
those who want. a piece of the system fai themselves,
and those who have dedication to serve community
needs, change institutions, and so forth. If we have a
choice, we need to try' and recruit more people with
the skills necessary to graduate who actually can affect
institutional and professional change.

,,There are big tasks ahead of us. One is that we
have to work to impact the accountability ystert.......1.

cannot any longer continue to maintain the position
of "sing on our kneeS, b,:gging.Pschoolq to do what we
think is necessary to change those 'statistics I men-
tioned earlier, and all they represent We can say that
we have impacted the accreditation process when no
health profession schools can become accredited unless
it ha, evidenced active programs to recruit and, retain
ethnic students of color and has active programs to
include culture in the curriculum.

We must also impact another accountability system
licenkirre INF culturally 'relevant information ik in-

cluded on the examination that alloys one to practice,
then that inform. tion w ill be taught in the schools.
We must begin t impact as a body Ole peron can -

do but oups Can Another thing we intwt do
is en ourage regular evaluation. If a group at this point

o
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4 larl\ to those in o her parts of the country \\ ho,do not'
1,no\\ ` \ hat is liapi ing here in the West. ,...We- lieed
to ...o mumLate regl ul \ "bet\\ ecii groups of people-
\\ 10 ire Lpoldinating willow\ affairs in \ ksous places

1 final point is that \\ e must protect Those people
.ILLIIt \ lelldelli ind pros iders -- \oho are alread

( , ,
in time cannot gt those schools of medicine. nursing.
dentistr pharrmiL. and ;,o forth. tliat \\c consider

\
.a risk for our students to enter, thin \\ e 'ha\ e not done
our JOb \\ 41 Ve 'lase tt.k.t enough tint and e\peuenLes
tii.kno\ I think that it i;impi'ut,int that \\ e begin such

?a list Let u-s.-. rank schools Lit knits of their efforts
We should do this-not onljto change their admis- o t in the field s& . they-Lan speak' out, We must pro-

srons criteria. but also other kinds of standards that '' t ct those MI6" institute or press for change. and \se
thc. hold dear.' as \\c11 We 'should also rank these mist proteL4 those \\,ho esent.laalrb,:c4mte. as a result
schools'in their efforts to rehabilirate nunorkk students /of' their aLfmtics, generall\ unpopulaf \\ all arious

to help our students .become dcLiilturated in the- / institutions, or pet haps \\ ith the \ cr, groups that ,Ye,,
sense that our communal, can use Mein effeLtk el) /1 are tring to impact. In other \\ords. a Black. Iliban,

A third -task \\e hasey to instill among our o\\n or Chll..1110 faculty member 1.),gink, to \\ork as an advo
studentt a spurt to ser\ e the people V e has e speLial / cate ft) .an institution, so he is n.61,cligible /for _rehiring
r'esponsibiltt\ to Lro that We \\ ould like to ee from or pri. motion So \\e have made some ylrogre:Is. but
Chem an understandi'ng of tlk..ii culture and \\ ,rys ['think \ e has e some ne.\\ \ell-def,tned problems that-
an appreciation of that not lust, t theoretiL'A under- the Mute sociek has put on us (think \\ e must begin
stawding. We \\ ould like to- kno\\ that the people \\ ho planning our. sti att' uo\\ ..and. look at these kinLK of
are entering *Ind graduating trout,. tliC.' schools ha\ e maim 'problems I think \\L. haNe to set up'a protection

( trust from ...lumina\ .grouPs -and can become etfe..- and support sstem for those people \\ ho arethe'mav-,..tie in those groups .Some of us can hqont etteLtie ertLks and \\ Ito al e furming into Interference ..kVe have
in the \\lute institutions need evil more to be clfectke a lot of \\ ork to do, !Ind I am rinsed to be a part of
on the communO: le\ el We need to commumLate regu- ' those \\Ito are doing it -4.91
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FOCUS ON ADMISSIONS

The Legal Question
on Admissions:-
Are Special Admissions
Programs COnstitutional?

John Denvir, LL.M.
Associate Professor pf Law
University of San Francisco

I do not bring, encouraging news for the confirm-.
ation of special admissions for minorities against court
challenges. In the case of Allan Bqkke v. the Regents
of the University of California in the Supreme Court of
California, the court said "no" to the quota system.

Schools cannot use Ace. as such, to let people in,
even though such admission, quotas were designed to
correct prior discrimination This may be good in the
long run, for this allows an attack on the traditional
admissions system. Clearly, the present system predicts
neither the selection of good doctors nor quality ser-
vice to the community.

There have been several lower court cases that have
said" the special admissions programs arc constitutional,
and there is no problem, basically, on the grounds that
they are remedying prior discrimination.

The only case ever to go' to the United States
Supreme Court, the final arbiter, was the Defunis case.
The court did not decide that Lase, so on that issue

;dit, has never spoken. The only case that has gone to
a very important state supreme court is (he Bakke case.
I predict the decision is going to be against the idea
of a racial quota. Now, if my prediction is correct,

i)piluch I believe it will be because the Judge has een
dimoutspoken about it, the court will strike pro ram

down.

4v
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Erbm then on, there will be a very strong prece-
dent against racial quotas and special admissions pro-
grams, a policy that I think will be accepted by lower

-courts because the California SuPieMe Court is influ-
ential. Besides that, if the issue ever goes to the U.S.
Supreme Court substantially more conservative than
the California Supref Court I think I've can expect
that court will also strike it down.

The real problem with this decision is that it gives
school administrations an out. They can rid themselves
of a program they* not want, not because it is uncon-
stitutional, rather, because it becomes an administratiVe
bother after awhile. Thus, these lawsuits give medical
schools a chance to say "Bbcause this may be wrong,
we will take the safe course and cut the program out
entirely."

All that can bz required of the law, if my predic-
tion is correct, is that the program will have to be re-
structured somewhat so as not to deal in terms of racial
quotas. There is nothing constitutionally wrong with
thg type of program, which is a program that treats
certaut students who do not do well on verbal tests
differently (but who are going to be good health pro-
fessionals) from white middle-class students who do
score well.
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Alternatives to
-,Traclitional Entry

and Professional
Admissions Testing

Alonzo C. Atencio, Ph.D.
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs r
School of Medicine, The University of New Mexico

Issues relevant to the admission of 'minority stu-
dents to medical school is not new. In 1969, the pri-
mar3.,movers were minority students and other students
concerned with the educational system. The issue then,
and now, is the desire to obtain better health care
for Blacks, Chicanos, Native American, and other
ethnic minorities. There is a correlation between- the
lack of minorities in the medical professiOn and the
next -to- nonexistent health care delivery units, clinics,
in the ghetto barrios, and the Indian reservations of
this country. The challenge was to make 3 conscious
effort to include more minorities in the health profes-
sions by admitting them to professional schools. As a
result of student activism and the new awareness, inno-
vative programs were designed to recruit, evaluate, and
admit more minorities into the health professions.
Unfortunately, many of these programs never got be-
yond the design stage.

The few that developed, however, had to establish
criteria for the evaluation of underrepresented minority
students in an attempt to determipe theiracadeirtIc
potential and reserve. Pressure from minority groups
ensured that man of th,ese programs

schools
not aban-

doned. do not Vlieve that medical schools can take,
full credit for this' initiative, instead it should go to the
minbrity, students and faculty within these institutions.

Now, in 1976, most of these activist students have
graduated and dmoved on to their own practices and
other careers They have left a large void and their
absence is now being felt. Without their support, the
faculty remaining behind now find themselves isolated
within the medical complex.

5
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The new minority student has been led to believe
that the institutions are seriously concerned about their
training and that their concerns could be detrimental
to their academic survival. Now the pace of the medi-
cal curricula has been accelerated and the course

, content has become more rigorous at the same time
that retention programs designed to help the minority
student survive medical school basic science ,courses
have been withdrawn. This has added pressure on stu-
dents to spend more time in just passing the 'courses
and medical board exams. The end result has been the
creation of a rather intimidated, noninvolved student.
Do not forget that the medical educational system is
self-replicating, i.e., the clinical professor wants to
replicate himself.

Another attitude currently prevailing is that all a
premedical student needs is a Spanish or Indian sur-
name to _gain admission to medical school. So now,
charges of reverse discrimination have been hurled at
schools admitting minority students, the obvious impli-
cation being that the majority student has been excluded

- because of the focus on minorities.
Ironically? the activism mentioned earlier led to

legislation of Capitation arid Physician Augmentation
Programs to expand the total medical student enroll-
ment, which rose from about ,5,000 in 1.969 to about
56,000 iti 1976. This represents a net increase of
21,000 students. Because, the total minority student
enrollment rose only to about 3,000 for Blacks and
540 for Chicanos, most new places (about 17,500)
went to majority students. This does- not seem like
reverse discrimination to me. Presently, there has been
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a decline in minority medical student enrollment
(1975).

So the projected needs for minority physicians are
already being curtailed. N et to hay e a Chicano patient
to phy-Sician ratio of On: I, about 20,000 Chicano
physicians are needed. Instead of reducing admissions,.
there should be a continuing increase in minority enroll-
ment An Medical schools. To continuei this, of course,
the undergraduate pool of applicants needs to be ex-
panded rather than reduced.

Problems have arisen at our medical schools as a
result of admissions procedures for special students.
the niost glaring issue is the one of student retention.
Many of the medical schools are hasng problems w ith
minority students. You do not flunk them out, y ou

.simply recycle them through a slower process. There
is also the problem that minority students score lower
on state and national boards. lily school, for me. is
looking at this \ ery critically, and, in fact, now has
Made passage of part 1 of the boards mandatory for
promotion to the third year. N et, no one has proen
that passing the national boards makes one a better
physician. FO the contrary, it just shows comprehen-
sion of the basic sciences. Many students who flunk.

parts I and II hae,successfully passed part III and
are now practicing medicine,

How do you help a student do his course stork
in regard to making him a good physician and also
help lum in taking practice examinations in prepara-
tion for the boards? Our school had supporme seri, ices

such as remedial make-up courses, make-up exami-
nations, and tutorial services to ensure course sarIal.
Yet, these serices- hate been withdrawn now, at a
time w hen the curricula ha\ 0 ,:en intensified.

One reason given is that schools are in deep finan-
cial trouble. 'Capitation grants are presently uncertain.
State legislatures ate looking at medical sclwol support
more critically in terms of health care delis ery. The
Conunittee on Economic Do elopment designed a blue-
print about three year.; ago that probably will require
the schools to become self-supporting. If that is fol-
lowed to as logical conclusion. it means that. within
fiNe sears, medical school tuition will be about $ L5,000
per year. It is-already increasing' Look at Georgetown
University it is $12 000 a year alre'ady. What IS
going to happetp to minority programs. especially when
financial aid is also being eliminated' These are serious
problems

I believe that lawsuits like those of Bakke and
DefOis (cave gotten too much mileage They hate
given medical school adnunistwtions an excuse to

avoid facing the issue of admitting minority students.
Let us lool: closely at this issue before eliminating
minority programs. What alternates can we develop?
At my school, yy hen we qamined the minority under-
graduate applicant pool. we 'fbund very few Native
Americans, Chicanos, and Blacks majoring in science.
Because the primary criterion is a good science back-
ground by which students get into medjeal schOol and
pass the boards. oby iously we need to develop pro-
grams to increase the number of ethnic students major-
in;_f,, in science and_thereby remo\ e the high-risk label
as well.

But that is not suffic.ent, however, because' stu-
dents from small colleges in New Mexico such as
Western NeAN Mexico University or Highlands Univer-
sity do not perform well in the NICATs. We know
the MCAT lias no predictability as to how successful
a physician one will be, although it predicts reasonably
well how one will do in the basic sciences and board
examinations There seems to be a coinuum from
the undergraduate to graduate certification, which
meansiwe have to improve educational systems at all
leNels in relation to minorities. We are attempting to
address this problem at, the undergraduate level as
well. Current undergraduate programs should be -im-
proved or new ones should be initiated.

We are also looking closely at the motivation on
commitment of minority students to medicine, SOme-
times, in our enthusiasm, when wd"osee a minority
student with a'3.5 grade-point average and a 600+

MCAT,, we immediately assume he will be a good
physician. This assumption can lead either to the re-
cruitment of an insensitise person who will not make
a good physician or to the placement of a student, in
the wrong career. I personally know of some students
who met the above criteria, and, in reality wanted to
go to graduate school. Instead, recruiters talked them
into medical school, only to have them leave after a
year or two when the basic science curriculum was
over. ,

Although most of what I have said is common
sense, admission committees and others concerned with
minorities still tend to giue minorities a homogeneous
quality In reality, we have our own stratification of
personalities 111(11111 the ,various ethnic groups. -What

,has really happened is that minorities have been syste-
matically excluded from the educational system for
many years, If society is to correct this grave injustice

schools will hale to make allowances for the under-
preparation of minority idents until all have equal
access to education,
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"Superstar"
Selection Syndrome:
Altering the Selection
Process

Paul R. Elliott, Ph.D.
Director Program in Medical Sciences
Florida State University

--,
The term syndrome carries a negative connotation

about the selection procedures for the heath profes-
sions with which I do not totally agree. learly,.we
need students for careers in the health professions who
are bright, motivated, sensitive, caring, mature, respon-
sible, community oriented, socially concerned, mpa-
thetic, compassionate, honest,, mentally and p ical
healthy, and other-directed. I defy one to assert at
such students are not "superstars."

The problem is that (with the possible excepti n of
physical health) all of those descriptors are, subjective

including "brightness.- Thus, they are difficult to
predict, in tr face of strong socializing factors such
as Medical e ucation and practice.

The tendency for admissions committees is to rely -
on m6asurable performance (not brightness"), such
as academic records and test scores as the, primary
focus and to use those subjective factors so critical to
health professionals as secondary discriminators at best

or at worst, as rationalizations for their decisions
based on cognive performance. .

In that light, the ter-in superstar assumes the nega-
tive connotation implied in the title of this paper.
Worse than that, to the extent that we overutilize
grades and test scores for selection, we are selecting
persons who are sticcessful within the system and
the system selects for competitive, hard-driving: self-
centered, compulsive, and even unethical students
particularly those in the large state universities.

Further, we know tha,t thksducational system, as
with other parts of our society, has a strong economic

7

bias. No matter which cognitive criterion you use (such
as (GPA, MCAT, LSAT, GRE, and. SAT), within
broad limits the higher the sdcioeconomic status of
the students, the higher one's cognitive performance.
Cognitive performance is biased and exclusionary, as
well as inappropriate as the singular selection base for
the health professions.
Altering the Selection Process

The problems of moving toward a more rational
selection process are many:

1. Changing the selectionvprocess means altering
the entire system including the 'faculty, who themselves
are products and p,erpettators a the system. One can-
not expect the system to alter itself and in the process
exclude itself. Yet, assuming a rational admissions
process, students still must face courses, faculty, pro-
motions committees, grades, national licensure exams,
and other unchanged products of the system.

One simple reason that cognitive criteria are 'pre,_
dicthe is that the educational experience in a health
professions school is no ,different than any other level
in the educational system. To the extent that an altered
selection process creates opportunities for students with
lower performance criteria, it can become a revolving
door for those students as they face the faculty and
courses that have retained their traditional performance
bases.

2. To the extent that an altered admissions process
opens the door to previously excluded groups, it opens
the door to all such groups. The emphasis that began .
in 1963 on min)Drity student access to Careers in mech-

-AL kJ
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Line; has resulted in improking access for women, rural
studmpts, loss-socioeconomic students, and other non-
traditional t es,..other than 1Alte male, 21 years old,
upper-Wrtddle' income, high achiever) students, thus
moderating and in a. real sense limiting the iiacces.) fur
minority students.

J. To altar the educational systev at this.particu-...
lar time serious challenge Not only does our
society face serious, economic problems, but education
and educational institutions have'been oversold for the
last Merit), years as the great panacea to society's
We are now paying for that.

As the financial support of educationl institutions
shrinks, administrators become more conservative
grading policies, admissions criteria, curricula all
aspects, tend to, revert toward 1950. All attempted
alterations in the system are rebuffed, as the primary
motivation of faculty and programs muses to one of
selt-Preserk'auon.

4. Potentially, the greatest problem is that we
,could 11,q 11 the battle and' lose the scar By this I mean
that, cit least, in9the tield of- thedical education, a num-
ber of positike alterations have occurred, which could
lu.iksLserious ramifications As the concern ssrth Oser-
speuahlituon has been made risible, graduate training
programs for primary care have accelerated nhilc those
forspecialt-y,traming hake been cut back. We are now
in the position here selection for certain types of,
residencies has become extremely competitive

kkill be idmitted to specialty practice, and. nontradi-
tional students (such as loss-socioeconomic, minority,
swinen, and rural) will be granted primary care resi-
dencies. This will c,reate a dual-level health professional
system based on inappropriate criteria applied at the
second admissions point.
Summary of the ProbleM

The superstar selection syndrome is:
traditional,
well entrenched
a reflection of the system
contributory to current problems in the health
care system.

It is also:
Acceptable to a,large majority of society
Difficult to alter in 1976

' Discriminatory and exclusionarys.
Not predictive of quality health care
professionals.

To alter the selection process alone On:
Lead to a revolving door fqr nontraditional
students
Lead to a bi-level profession in vliich nontradi-
tional members are still on the bottom rung, of
the ladder. ,

What Are the Solutioni?
The only tatal solution is to alter; the health pro-

fessions' educational system and the health care deliv-
ery system i so that quality health care :for all members
of society can be achieved. Because that is4impossi6le ,

in any but slow, ?volutionary.;.alterations, we need to
concentrate the,, revolutionaq apprOaches on those
aspects arnenabie to,chante.

The ifrimediate4ntf possible solufibn,to theiuper-
star selection sy,yfrome is to begin fo loOk clbsely at
the attributes that 'are E.)c, essential "to success k,the
profession aria to q4lity health care;

The proper modification of the:cognitive set olio,
.!base is not to altet That 'base', but fo add to it. 'Fa the

degree that we can begin to emphasize noncognitive
7 predictor's, 'learn liow to de'fihe and measure' the,m,, and

learn to deal with new kinds of' judgments, the door
will b.: opened to the real suliesritar Olaf, 'need in the
health care professions from any race,- religion, sex,
and any demographic or socioeconomiibapkground.
We do not needspecial adatissions programs: We do
need new and broader adt ission& criteria. releS,ant to

ognitike, performance based, superstar admissions). the student, relevant to the real needs of the proles-
V1 e are approaching the dangerous possibility stuns, and .relevant to the health care needs of our

, Acre traditional students, fully adapted to the system, - society.

J
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Elementary ,and Secondary
Schools Outreac-h:
Reaching the American
Indian Student
popl Imotichey 1
Dcputy*'roject Diredtt
Association of Ameris n Ihdian Physicians

The Association of American Indian PllySiciark
(AAIP) 18 as begun in 1971 by two OklatromavdPctors.

,,i)One of the purposes behind its formation was to pro-
vide a forum of exchange for American Indian physi-
cians in the United States. Another was because they
felt there was a need to recruit more IndianS into. the
field of m&Iicine. By this I mean not only medicine,
but all the health professions paraprofessions and
allied health fields as well. ,The third purpose was to
provide consultation to governmental and other,agen-
cies abotit American Indian health matters, which
involve federal legislative matters pertaining to -health.
At present, we operate under a contract from the Office
of Health Resources Opportunity.-The seven subcon-
tractors are the Intertribal Council of Nevada, the
Billings Area Indian Health Board, the Northwest
Portland Area Indian Health Board, the All Indian
Pueblo Council of New Mexico, the Great Lakes Inter-
tribal Council in Wisconsin, the United Sioux Tribes
pf South Dakota, and the Phoenix Area Indian Health
Board.

, There are some interesting statistics that we haye
developed in_the past three years since the inception
of our program that I would like to pres nt pu-
lation base of the American Indian about I million.
Relating the number of quIJfed I dean medical per-
sonnel to the Indian population, in \terms f the ratio
needed, 4e have identified 77 American n an physi-
cians- (or who claim to be American Indian). Of this
77,44 belong to the AAIP: To properly service the
American Indian population with Indian doctors, wZ:\
really need about 1,475 doctors. There is only one ,

Indian doctor of osteopathy; the amount needed to
.., .

I
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service the 1 million population base is 66. Dentists:
we have only 3 Indians; according .to the ratio, our
need is 540. Veterinarialis'`: we have 2 Indian veteri-
narians; our need is 112. Doctors of Optometry: we
have identified 2 Indians, our need is 84. Doctors.of
Pharmaceutical Medicine. we have identified 30, our
need is 162. Doctor's of Podiatry, we have none, our
need is 42.

In addition, this year we have identified between
130 and 135 Indian students who are training in some
type of health profession. Obviously, this is a very

.,small percentage of the total number of students in
a health profession.

In hopes of reaching the Indians and making them
realize that there is a need for the American Indian to
become involved in health professions, we have devel-
oped the Health Career Handbook. Another publica-
tion we distribute, primarily to high school and college
§tudents, is a, small pamphlet containing a question-
naire. The students are asked to complete and teturn
the questionnaire, in which they can request. just what,
information they need, whether it be about any pro;
fession or financial matters, we will send it to them.

Concerning the overall recruitment program, we
do have a coqnseling service at..fhe office and we try
to coordinate the recruitment effort there. A film has
be'en developed for the purpose of recruiting Indian -

students incidentally, this is the first film with an
all-Indian 'cast (no Italians play ing Indians in this
film!). We are proud of that, and we hope that -this
and our other efforts will motivate many American/j,.
Indians to join the health profess.

c
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elementary and-Secondary
Schools -Outreach:

_- A Holistic Approach in Recruiting
the ,American Indian

Betty Lambert( R.N., B.S.
Health Careers Counselor di,
N.W. Portland Area Indian Health Board.......)

,
The problems that exist in the Northwest are no

different than those that exist in the Chicano and Black /
communities in the West? To gencialize, school sys-
tems in the Northwest often do not believe Indian
students can succeed in the health professiou,s_because
of all the science and math courses. At the present
time, my biggest task is working with the counselors
in the school system who are trying to work with the
parent committee. We believe we are. having some
measure of success in changing local school' adminis-
trations and local school systems.

For example, we developed a course in one schpol
that gave the students the OppOrtunqy to have a hands-
on experience. It was an overview of the health situ-
ation, and we gave the students opportunities to do
such things as taking blood pressure and doing lab
work. We are trying to encouragC our Indian students
to take science courses. In our recruiting program in
the Northwest, we are plugging into those schools that
have ongoing programs, like the Universitylof Wash-
ington and University of Oregon dental and nursing
schools. These are schools where we know our Indian
students will get in and will have follow-up.

In our format we also have a summer program
in which -there are ten students working in health
professions. Last year there was one, a second-year
medical student working with a doctor in one of our
clinics. Thus far, we have developed descriptions for
three health administrators, one pharmacist's assistant,
and two nurses aides (although two of tbie students

I
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we har are both in nursing programs, one of them
a bachelor degree nursing course).

We also try to reach the students who are already
c in college but have not yet made up their minds where

they want to go,' so these job opportunities give them
first-hand experience. Until the system'is changed, until
peo le understand that Indian students are just as
capab e as anyone else, we can only work within our
own ocale, with the Indian_ students and parents who
are directly invol4d.

10
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Participants frequently shdred ideas.
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Postsecondary
Recruitment: A Guise to
Successful. Recruiting

Louis E. Gonzales, D.D.S.
Academic Administrator
School of Dentistry, University of Colifornio. San Francisco
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In 1968, liberal medical and dental student activists
at the Unhersity of California, San Francisco (UCSF),
reseal-died the admission profiles of students who- had
entered medical and dental school there, They scruti-
nized such factors as grade-point average, age, sex,.
and national origin.

These researchers were amazed at some of the
other statistics their work revealed. They round, air
instance, that the admissions committee had categor-
ized applicants. Some of these interesting categories-
were: Mormon veterans, Japanese-Americans from
Southern California, Na Ny dental technicians from the
Seventh Fleet, Chinese-Americans bcp-n in Hong Kong,
and sons of alumni who graduated before 1936.

The research project was completed during a time
of increased activism, antiwar feelings, intense student
involvement, and a Black Caucus strike. That strike
and the research findings resulted in the estaKishment
of an official goal to has e each entering class in
schools of dentistry, medicine, nursing, and pharmacy
consist of at least 25 percent minority and/or dis-
advantaged studmts. This was nut intended to be a
fixed quota, but a realistic goal to reach out to quali-
fied minority students and to encourage them to con-
sider careers in the health sciences.

An office similar to those ofrthe Educational
Opportunity Program (LOP) was established in the
Dean's Office. Nledical and dental students sent letters
to every inority student tl4e) could locate,. mostly in
Ca ia.

*41
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The first class, td include m:r;ority and/or dis-
advantaged students entered UCSF iri\ the fall of 969.
A major change had come to the campus and its effect
was felt at all levels administratin,- faculty and
staff, and student body,. Classrooms ' bounded with
racist jokes ail faculty antagonism. A ost 'surprising
coincidence helped to alleviate the situ tion and may
even have been responsible for saving tie entire pro-
gram. That was the fact that, of the min rity students
admitted an the first classes, 80 percent N'ere veterans
of the military services and at least 75 p rcent of the
faculty were retired military dental officers!

"Super Chicanos"' and "Super Blacks' were ad-
mitted in those first classes. By "super" is meant that
many had master's degrees in eng,ineerin . .ome were
dental laboratory technicians for dentists w o do full
mouth rehabilitations (the ultimate in pre ision and
s01). Still others were unemployed schoo teachers
with large families and a need to achieve. Three of
these dental students .collaborated in Weritin a grant
proposal for the funding 01 a program in re ruitment,
admission, and retention. The proposal was s bmitted
to. the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(HEW), which sub;equently approved and fu ded the
program for three sears (1972-1975).

The new program was multiethnic and ulticul-
tural. It included Blacks, Chicanos, American I dians,
Filipinos, and, women. As had been expected, opposing
coalitions arose. Blacks and Chicanos versus Indians
and Filipinos. Because of these political hassles funds
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for the first Near went unspent There were 'est') per-
sonnel problems steaming trout the loss appc 1 .of
"soltTgrant money competing SSItIr.th'c :hard" m mey
of linfratise private practice.

In spite ot our problems. real progress has been
made to eliminate many ot the inequities that thar
minority students from the health professions. Our
program has now graduated three classes yf dental
students, and in Jime, the Class ot .1976 will b. gradu-
ating mu' Of our graduates, 0\ cro 90 percent hale
returned to their 'onuminities -- the rest hale enrolled
in postgraduate Lhool 01 ,(inlisted in the military "ser-
kes. Our attrition fate has been practically zero, \\ 1111
less- than I percent of the students has mg lett the
program for acadeink reasons One student lett for
personal reasons. and another transterred to medical
school. ' ,

Our program addresses sonic of the serious ques-
tions concerning health care that are now being wised
by both the state and federal' goseinm,:nts ,Eamples
of these are the problems ot vecialty maldistribution
not enough general practitioners) and geographical

maldistribution (lack of health practitioners in rural
areas). In our -Minority communities there is currently
a ratio 5d one Black dentist for escry, 12,500 Black
Linient, and , there ,alc apprormlately IMO piactici -,
American Indian dentistsp the Upited States,

, One ssas to correct the health manpower maldistri-
button f1roblem is to recruit admit, retain. and return
highly trained minority doctors and dentists to their
communities In 1)1U piogrartt we actisely recruit
minority students, help them through/ the #_kruchng

tutorialadmissions procedure and. through Igor
1.!,111. killedassistance a*,(1 .reintorceinent, graduate I

professionals
I he Unisersity ot California, ot which UCSI, Is

one of rune campuses. has recently completed an ex-
haustise tie -scar studs on Student Altilmatise Action
by the order 01 the president of die unisersuy The
results of the %anvils task forces were published late
in 1975 Consequently, the state of alifornia earlier
tKis year pro,sided SI Ilrun, w111(,11 was matched by

?Al

the t'C Board of Regents to establish minority re-
, cr mullein program in order to fulfill the university's

commitment teoStudent Altirmmke Action.
1 he money was di ided so as ..to provide two re-

Li-utters each for eight of the nine campuses, approvi -ikk
mately* 537,000 per campus. We 41..LiCSJ:, which is
the primary health sciences campus, Mete not funded.

[he latest reports forwarde,i1 to me by the Chancel-
lor at UCSF stat(7. 'that "the recruiters could not find
any qualified mammy students who It anrcd to attend

.- the LIU \ CI It) of California.,' They prefer to attend
local junior colleges free or state colleges for aSntod-
crate tee, as opposed to the unkersity for a high fee.

The conclasion.reached tt as that the minority stu-
dent pool was decreasing. I disagree' The problem Ices
not in a decreasing pool of minprity students, but rather
in the process of locating, motivating, and providing
follow-up servicest5r these students. .

This addresses the question of who should do the
Jecruiting. I personally know many professional re-*

'cutters who work in such programs as Upward
B4ountl, the EducatiOnal Opportunity .Program, unxer-
sit4as'ed progr, Is, and the Legion of the United
Latin American Ci ens (LULAC) The university's

z.4 . *program for the other- eight campuses entails hiring
,.professional recruiters atik ,muumum cost of $15,500
0.per y.ear. fir c(Intrast, our program, which was not

,.. _
included in the s tlz.lrint .iffirmative action progroam
funding, uses dechcPted to/It/neer reciuners Wit° are
themselves dental students These recruiters go back
to their MO schools-, junior colleges, and universities
ter tilk to people intereed in a career in the ,itealth
professions. i 11*

,,,Funding from 11fW has enabled us to send our
studeM recruiters to specific areas. We pay the ound
trip airfare and per diem expenses. Corsi ' le say-
ings; are realized by paring a couple of secretaries in....
our office make all necessary arrangements rhe stu-
cteni, work on -I hursday and Friday, spend Saturday
and Sunday, with parents, and recruit on Monday.

ne aspect of recruitment 1 would like to discuss
is re rimer credibility Professional recruiters. no mat-
ter ow -personable they may be, 'still carry the stigma.
of eing a "counselor," someone not to be trusted.

ecruiters who. are dental students and a peer have
great ads antages Tiley.are usually a product of the
same neighborhood, the same barrio, the slime ghetto,
or the. same school system_ They Tcpreseur those who
base' "made it" into professional school by clearing the
obstacles and by hurdling the barriers ,placed in the
path of aw,soLioeconomically disackantaged student.

Look at some speC:ific example,: Upper middle-
class students can_contact,their prisate,dentist, W.110 can
idler letters,'.0Viecommelation from school 'alumni
Many disathania Minority families and students
pare i

ged
ever been able to afford a regular Vris ate dentist

or pl y small Upper middle -class students have little

12
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trouble applying to 23 professional schools at $20 or
$5.-J1 per sLhool, a small amount for ..them or thcir
family, The disadv antaged student is forced to do the programs? is-

unadvisable and apply n) only one or twit schools. .

A dental. student recruiter, who has already experi-
enced these obstacles can inform the applicant about'
requesting a 'waiver of fees, which involves getting a
letter frsui a total LOP officer. This Act ca?i theh
lo:. xerofed 23 times and a copy submitteNo each of
the 23 schools'

.

High scores on admission tests do make a differ-. Z
once, especially very high sLotes. Tlieni.,are commercial ---
businesses that will train applicants to take entrance
exams such as the Denital Altitude Test ( AT),,and
the Medical College Aptitude Test (MCAT). The
upper middle class student pays from 300 to $50I5
to lo.. trained in taking these tests. The dental student
recruiter can tell th-e applicant about d,local $150
DAT-preparatory course that is equally effective There ....

is another California company that trains students, at a

a cost of $175 for three' weeket, to take the UCSF E. James Lopez, Executive Director,
Manual Deitepty Test. As' pit our recruitment National Chicano Health Organization,

effort, we offer to help train the applicant free of _
leaking dismissicin.

charge. ,, One of the best contact resources is the under-
If your father is d devtist he can icriticize your work graduate campus recruiter who may remember that

or refer you to a dental alumnus -from a particular Joe Jones" or '119..se Garcia" demonstrated interest in
school in order to find out what that school is looking ,,, premed or predent when he was applying to under-
for in an applicant profile. If you are poor. a partici- graduate school. A good Ivay to establish these con,
pant in the E3uLational _Opportunity Program, or -just tads is to have alumni retura to their rdpecfive under- .
bakly making it,' who can you ask about filling out graduate campuses to recruit. They may still have
profile forms? Fliis is anottier inequity that our pro- , former classmates and teachers who, in turn have con-

.
gram has b,:erLabilc to erase. -, tact witIppredental students. . :

, ,-...

Our School seeks empathetic students A ho like to Determining when and where to go oir a campus
work with their hands." The first question on th can also be a problem. At the high 4ellool level, it is
profile form is nut, Do. you have empathy' Nor is the -.\, soften possible to .speak before carer orientation find
second question, Do you like to.work with your hands? guidinice classes At the undergraduate level, where
What is asked is, A, hat arc your hobbies or favorite many students 'live classes on alternate days, the

pastimes? The wrung' answci \would b,:, ' watserski- opportuNty' to speak to them lessens. These are obsta-
mg, reading, and listening to the stereo." The Lorrcct" sLles that can be overcome with the use of good pub-
would be, "doing macrame, working with people (Boy Betty, but (nen good .puliliLity does not alw ay prove
SLouts, Big Brothers, etc.), building stereo LompementS; ieffeLtivc on weekends %%l II soomany conflicting events

.
cs

a

and playing the guitar." The dental student reeruiter"-
Lan show the applicants how to sell themselves by
a.'s'Wering the questions "correctly." I cannot over-
emphasize the importance; in my opinion, of the dental
student recruiter as a role model!

Orie of the next considerations concerns who to
contact it the postsecondary instkution. Who is your
contact at the undergraduate level? This, of course,
varies tremendously front school to school and from
year to year. We,must know where to look order
to make such valuable assistance available to the ifien-.
Old applicant. Woulde contact an EOP office, 'a
Placement Center, or other counseling _offices? Are
there any "active" sklent gtbups on caRpus, i.e., pre -
dental clubs, Blaclv. Student Health Alliance, Black
Student Union, MECHA, and 'Chicanos in ,Health
Education. Are there minority facility in Chicano
Studies, Black Studies, and Native American Studies

ii
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occur. I might add that experience has taught us' that
an information table or a one-hour noon=time "brown
bag" lunch session is more effective than an all-day
session.

isibwlhat we have our audience, presumably under-
graduates, what do we say to them and what informa-
tion do we request from them? Just as in .high school
recruitment, honesty is the best polity! Do not misin-
form or deny factual information.. If a student has a
2.01 science grade-point average his cl4nces of being
admitted to dental school are minimal. There is, how-
everi a chance of being admitted, and the applicant
should be told so.

It is of paramount importance to convey to the
applicant the time frame for appl4cation and. admis-
sions procedures. It is not possible to apply, to dental
school in June and start, classes in September of the
same ye.ar. year-long procep necessary just to
take. the reqtked entrance examinations and to submit
national application service forms. Deadline' dates are-
placed on submission of individual school applicantsp-.
grade iranscripts, and the taking of manual dexterity
tests.

This leads to another important point, do not over-
whelm the applicant with verbal facts. Taking written
information toleave with-the applicants makes it easier
for them to recall testing dates and sites, registration
deadlines, and the like.

When eliciting information from the applicant, it is
wise to find out the foil name, address on campus,
teleptioni numbers at school, a permanent phone num-
ber (of parents), undergraduate major, anticipated

.year of graduation, and field of interest, DO not ask

questions about age, sex, marital status, national origin,
or religious preference.
. Experience, has taught us the importance of who
speaks to whom. Last spriug, a Black dental student
was sent on a recruitment trip to IX Irvine where he
spoke to a group of-Asian females. Had the publicity
and other arrangements been more carefully coordi-
nated b.:tween the undergraddate campus and our
office, we world have sent an Asian female instead.
At least, that is what we attempt and prefer to do.

Once names, addresses, and telephone numbers
have been collected, what is done with them? How can
we provide follow-up to these prospective applicants?
It is important. to keep A list.of all minority students
who .are prospective applicants, including freshmen,
sophomores, juniors, and seniors. Those of us in our
program currently are recruiting for the fall 1977.
Simultaneously, we contact freshman, sophomore, and
junior students to let them know we are still around.
We urge them to continue working towast) their goal
of becoming health professionals and we provide a

" trusted source of contact within the university.
The health professional who is out in the world

serving his community can claim rewards of deep per-
sonal fulfillment. Suck fulfillment comes from seeing
the smile of_a child whbse toothache has been pain-
lessly relieved, from the gratitude of an elderly patient
with a new set of dentures thatillow him to eat again,
or hom the hearty, "Thank you!" of the job seeker
with the "missing front tooth" whk is then able to find
employment because she can 'face people again and
smile. ,

sit
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Renovating Models
da,Retentiory
Acadernic,J,Dreparation
A Key to Success

Bobbie Ross, M.S.
'Project Director U-MED Program
Upstate Medical Center, State University of New York

Although I am `relatively new to the health profes-
sions, I am knot hew to the problems of minority
.education the fact that those students are not being
well taught. When -I started working with medical
students last year, I found that, there were the same
kinds of problems that'high school students from
nomicalty disadsant,aget1 areas encounter, just at a
different level. Now I know there are a number of

_ factors that influence the success of students. financial
aid problems and or emotional problems that add toi
the.,burdens that, reflect on the loci of student per-'
formance

"However, .1 am primarily concerned with the\ depri-
vation Of academic educational preparation. Because
of Phis lack of preparation, which is often due to.stkch
things as long-term matriculation at noncompetitive
schools, I believe there must be a three-pronged ap-
proach to retention. We cannot Bork onhy with students
presently enrolled even though they should have
our highest priority but we must also work with
undergraduate students and students on the high school
level to ensure better preparation.

My on particular interest is setting up some kind
of long-range liaison between students and, schools
so that we cap better prepargthe. students. We must
give them information about th skills necessary to
succeed in medical school, andes if there is any way
that these can be incorporated either into what is
presently being taught ur Into ru!ss methods. «e are
concerned about working with incoming freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors..

FOCUS ON RETENTION

In trying to find ways to emphasize the necessary
courses and the propel-sequencing of courses, we find
that many people have taken the MCAT exams qforq
they have had necessary science .courses. Specific skills
that need special emphasis communication skills

language, both oral and writteran._.*and familiarity with
sere terminology, biol9gical and chemical sym-
bols, problem solving. ability; analytical thinking, test
taking, study skills need different approaches to
various kinds of materials. We must realize that it is
not enough just to have the bare minimum, that there
are some materials that need more in-depth familiarity r

than others. We also need to give our students survival
skills to deal with a racist environment with which
they are sometimes confronted.

We are establishing the communication and getting
the students to focus their energies and make them
realize the importance of being better prepared, be-
cause this eventually helps to reduce greatly the prob-
lem of retention once they are in medical school. One
of the things I find most helpful in the students I am

.working with g. a willingness to accept help for a
realistic self-evaluation of a deficiency. Those students
with academic weaknesses particularly need contact
with other people to make cerltn that they keep their
perspective on an even keel wit everyone else.

I am involved with a specific retention activity
involving a Growth Anatomy course given In the sum-
nrrNo*is attended by more than 90 percent of the
minority students presently enrolled in the first-year
class. Every effort has been made by.the chairman,

t
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faculty, and administration to keep the content and
qual4ty Went' 'al to that of the course taught during
the regular tsar. Ha\ mg successfully' completed this
course d entering the -academic year with ails zinced
stanch g has addi:d greatly to the self - confidence of
the istudents Recently, we has e des eloped a booklet
on anatonucail reference terms that we will go .e to the,
students so they can hace some familial-1R. with the
ternunol9gy betoie they enter in the summer During
the Ctrowth Anatom course. we teach the study tech-
niques of memotrization, recall, test taking, and lab
preparation The time this participation, in the summer
program trees up is, used to teach study techniques on
an Indic idual basis in conjunction with the teaching
of b.oclrenustry, \\Inch is the next course taught. The
subject matter of biochemistry lends its& to the full
range of all the study, techniques. particularly because
only new Material that is to be learned-tsNeose,ied, anti
there is nottranster of material or information.

Hie studs techniques aie designed to improe."'
learning ability and ski\ e time, which increases student
efficiency and retention We work not only with stu-
dents who definitely need our help, but also with.
others Awho can learn to be more efficient with their.
time I he theory of each technkque can be leavtecl in
30 minutes or less. -I akmg one -technique at a time,

tudents put in .a minimum of 30 minutes a day for
a week ,practicing it on lecture notes or any4 other
materiaL they have to learn.; all techniques can usually
be inasteied in 10 one-hour conferences. It is life-

students' iespons,bility to use that technique each night
with whatever they are corking on. ,

',e- Lbst summer we set up a mmi-course teaching
f mathematical concepts necessary -for the mastery of

the basic science courses to help students'better under-
stand the biological phenomena they study during their
basic science years' such things as reading values from
graplts. statistics, linear logarithms, and power func-
tions Student exam performance is monitored, and a
critique is held to assist students in areas giving then}
difficulty. For Many studentt is not a lack of infor-
mation that causes them' to do poorly on exams, but
rather a reading problem. You look for patteps and
this kind of thing in their work. Some faculty are very
cooperative in returning exains for exam analysis, but
unfoi tunately others are not. Faculty membeis also
hale made*,azulable time for weekly review sessions
with students although I mutt eliiiyhasize that the
studelit has .to In familiar with' the material before a
review session. .

We have programmed self-instructional materials
that were developed by the first- and second -year std-oft consortium of universities called e Health

nee consortium, the materials are h ed at,Duke
is ersity. We found that the n.terials xary rn quality

because there are 38 medicar schools involved and
many people from all user are involved in de\Teloping
the materials. So..\NC had to e, aluate them to ascertain
how useful they night and at \\ hat times they might
best be used . ,,

We also have set up ak'stematie review for the
medical boAcis, with the st igitnts meeting once a week

'''- for review in, a particular discipline each week -They
go throughinattmals and decide what they need help
with. Then. we get someone to help them from that
discipline. We prepare specific approaches for each
discipline before the student begins that discipline.

It is through means and methods such as the ones
I haye outlined that we hope to help our medical
students front disadvantaged educational backgrounds
klueve the same success + as the better educated
majority stucterks.

Asst. Professor John Alvarez res ding
to quest from the or
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Developing Skills Pi-ograriiS
and SupporServices
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bonald Yarriornoto,
Support Services Coordfn
Office of Minority Stud nt Affairs, University of Colorado MedicarCenter

41

-' At the University of Colorado NIelif:al School, w
ilhaNe tied to implement as many study skirl' uorksh4
i progeams as possible to allow an open door-type
policy. All 4tridents may participate. in.girity,as well'
as minority. We bileYe that appropifis th most
important thing we have 'been able jo maintain. Pro-
grarpt,^,tha4, the NIinorty Student Affairs Office h for
retention are.open not only to minority ttidents (with
prunary emphasis on thep but we aj4.1 accommodate
,as many majority students asis feasible. I

In addition. we also have tutorial services. We
expect ,Firm Lommitment from the tutors. We try to
pay a salary equialtnt to a person of graduate school
rankog, $6 per hour. By paying this salary, we feel
we draw good, student.. We work with the studentsli
what we call contract systeni.,That4s, tuttrral ,§ession
volunteers agree to a contract, I have devised. It out-
lines three/basic responsibilities. ( I ) that the tutor be
on time, (2) that trre student be on time:. and (3) that I
both studept. and -tutor be prepared for each session. 42.

The tutor maintains logs of each tutorial session and ,
turns them in' regulawly for eNatuation Should we find
a discrepancy or if there 1 a problem of Ow tutor keep-
ing his die. there is a penalty for it. --

- Because our office provides this sehdce for.the\
Gools of nursing and dentistr ,, what we ha iycen-

, tranped tutoring at the lino,: .4y ,of Color,' ) Thus,
- in a sense, min'ority 44ff ha iLontrol oyer t to entire

tutoring system at the IVI dtca Center. Our p nie goal,.
is in helping all sttiderit who are educatio ally dis:.

17
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advantaged in the sense that they rat* in the loiter
third of their class. We maintain.what we calls Eatly
warning System at the University of Colorado Medical
Schoq. 'Th.s test, designed Pid requested by the stu-
deaLs Yo give them an idea of where they Itand imme-

lately, is given two .week into the quarter. It desig-
nates a poAible warning that a student may have
problems, personalkor academic. We want to know, we
want to extend our help. Should the studentaccept
then we assistibim right' away in obtaining a tutor.

Stude can choose an uppelclassman or even
a class or tutoring. We have discovered4k many
of our fres an students hial,e,master's degreyin basict

/7--
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Various ethnic minority views shared
were valuable resources.
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spehce fields, and we have utilized' them. We let
7students Llkiose their own tutors, ind we try to hale

a tutors aLailable as soon a' students Lome to us fur help.
Some students tenkl to proLrastinate when they are

in trouble. It happens in, many sLhools so we try to get
the student iniolsed with a tutor as soon as possible.

lease the responsibility for making the arrange-
, inepts up to the student, it is his responsibility.

When we choose the tutors, we go through short
training sessions. \Ace need students who can teach the
surOcal instinct. What w e are looks for is their
ability to relate to the student, their 'Way to teach
the student how fu relate to faculty, a how to surf?
mount raLisin. We put a lot of responsibility on the
tutors, and they respond in kind by trying to follow
through.

Becaiise ,you Lannot really implement complete
changes, Lhange beliaLior sir Lhange a whole method
of btudyskills and notetaking immediately, all you can
hope to do is,iih,fsv, gie ideas, and direLt students to
texts What might be able to help them.

The milk st$4,Rin. working with the students is.try'ing
develop writing skills fur rhany of our students.

'These are important in- ct-Lting,brief..nursing histories,
a edical reports. There ,are many qualified resource

4
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people within our community out of work who we
has e sought fur this task. We reteach the basics of
paragraph development and research.

Last is our summer program: we try to implement
all these things in our summer programs at the nursing
sLhool, the ghduate nursing school, and the medical
sLhool The Ammer programs for the medical students
are taught on an "organism approach,%:in other words,
an organ. Last year it was the heart. We taught 10
%eeks of the biochemistry, physiology, and anatomy of
the heart, and a bit about biometrics and statistics
related to heart incidents. We also included vocabu-
lary-building skills. The technique used was that if a
student encountered an unknown word, he wrote it on
a card. Then, the students were tested weekly to make
sure that they understood the words.

Our future goal is to develop a reading program
based on the reading texts used at the medical and
nursing schools. This is very important because of the
students' limited free time. They dp not have time to
get as deeply involved with the reading programs as
they should. Thus, we are trying to develop a reading
program geared to particular texts they are using rather
than supplemental ones.

18
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otivating Faculty and
Administration to Meet
Minority Student Needs

Robert Pozos, Ph.D.
Associate Professor and Head,Department of Physiology
School of Medicine, University of Minnesoto Duluth

The question of motivating faculty and administra-
non. to meet student needs is riddled with a basic
paradox. Simply stated, most medical school faculty
are hired on the basis of their research- expertise or
promise thereof, whereas their major funding source
is the state or. private organization that pays them to
teach The majority of medical faculty I know have no

-formal education in teaching. Their strongest hit is
research. It is, in my experience, a very exciting, and
a chall,enging career. To use a popular expression, there
is a "positive stroke" for doing research. Tothose of us
who wish, to influence the faculty, we need to know
what they are most sensitive about. Again, simply put,
it is factors like .promotion, financial stability, tenure,
andlaministrative duties.

Until the advent of minority programs, most faculty
were busy teaching highly qualified, motivated, .ambi-
tious students. Enter minority students, who are also
motivated and ambitious but educationally disadvan-
taged. They encountered a faculty and student body
who initially felt that they were there because of federal
pressure (which is true). Before federal programs
began', many schools were not aware of this aspect of
our society. Suddenly, administrators felt the pressure
to admit minority students. The faculty also felt this
transmitted, pressure and both have begun to raise
questions regarding academic standards, protecting the
patient, and the like. To improve their program for
minorities, the faculty are asked to define their educa-
tional objectives so that specific programs can be

'designed to ayademically support these students, Most

21:9

faculty cannot Or will not do this because they believe
it is "spoon-feeding the students" and "the entire ap-
proach is not really teaching students to think."

.1 feel that a large part of this reaction is due to the
fact that faculty per se were asked to .contribute- in a
way that really was not in their legitimate ,area of
expertise education. I am fascinated by the fact that,
in the state of Minnesota, I cannot teach in high school
because I do not have the necessary courses in educa-
tion. Since I found this out, I have been able to under-
stand the reaction of faculty toward these programs.
In my estimation, the faculty were not adequately pre-
pared for the task nor was the task specifically spelled
out for the faculty. Thus, We have to educate medical
school faculty.

Most medical school programs dealing with minori-
ties are experiencing a ce4tain amount of rough sled-
ding. Reverse discrimination is beginning to rear its
multifaceted head, claiming that It is unconstitutional
for minority students who are not well prepared to
take places from qualified nonminority students. Those
who propose that minority students offer a blend of
what is societally and medically needed and therefore
they should belong in medical school are hoping that
a significant population of minority students will rjturn
to their respective barrios, ghettos, or reservations.
Reverse discrimination is by no means an easy problem
to solve, much less to identify. Who is the discriminator
and who is being discriminated against? My basic posi-
tion on this is that there has been enough discrimi-
nation against racial minorities and women so that we
lave to catch up to the nonminority groups.
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Administrators, uood ones, are aware of the global
mission of their school and as such are also looking
for various effective ways to retain minority students
in school They do see the socI al mission of the
school. I suppose that one of th basic differences I
have found between sy,wpdthetic administrators and
those who are not so is b.:Ing aware of being part of
a--large -sovietal system and- having the university at-
tempt to adjust, to these changes, Whereas others,
known as the misguided administrators, feel that they
are the uniyerse and ey ery thing must fit into their
small -w orld microcosm Both kinds can be motiYated.

Societally sensitive faculty have also been involved
in minority programs, however, there is a critical dif-
ference b,!tween the-faculty and the administrator, The
faculty will not receive any accolades or promotion
from their chairman if research is not forthcoming, An
aggressive chairman or dean wants grants on which
to build In my limited experience, it is easier to talk
to an administrator concerning some aspect of a

minority program than it is to talk to a researcher-
teacher faculty, primarily because their points of view
are different oung facilty are usually more societally
conscious than others but they are still vulnerable
because they do, not hate tenure. Faculty who have
tenure are usually constantly trying to do research, so
to think that they will spend more time teaching stu-
dents is not too realistic. ,

Therefore. I hope that I have mentioned sonic of
the major problems in this area faculty teach-and do
research, but they are promoted for research Adminis-
trators are either good or poor as they see the mission
of the school Mow does one motivate their faculty
and administrators to get involved in minority pro-
grams in a significant way, and how, would they
specifically work on retention programs? We need both

ti
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lOng-terni and short-term approaches. The short-term
approdeh is to use the major expertise of the faculty
to our advantage. For those faculty' who are working
with minority students, financial support should be
available for running sonic aspect of their research
(such as a technician, a piece of equipment, supplies,
etc.). The faculty who get this extra support ,should
then be willing to offer tutorial sessions to students and
extra time to discuss tests, redesign their area of the
curriculum, design innovative ways of presenting basic
science material, etc. We want something they do
too so let's deal! This approach is primarily for the
present, to get disadvantaged students through the
curriculum. This short-term approach, I feel, is vitally
necessary but it is a double-edged sword.

It is urgent that we get minority students through
the basic sciences since we cannot afford to wait five
years until all minorities are qualified. The risk we
run IS that we sometimes make mistakes wall accepting
certain minority students who do not make It, but we
do that with majority applicants as well. Tutoring and
special session are important, but many minority stu-
dents feel that these kinds of programssignal them out
as minority students. Further, faculty feel that they are
not really getting the material and finally to add'
insult to injury, their peers, when they are out prac-
ticing, will wonder if they are as qualified as they are.
We all know students who have had low MCAT and
GPAs and have done well inTiedical school. These
students. in my estimation, were the realsuperstars, but
they had motivation. However, I 'sometbes wonder_
how many did not make it.

The question of retention in medical schools is
based on the premise that the minority medical student
has to havi, sonic form of remedial program to remain
in medical school. However, not all medical schools
are alike in curriculum, in that some offer (I) sa

coordinated system approach so that all students must.
take the entire curriculum at once ,physiology, bio-
chemistry, and anatomy are taught at the same time,
(2): others (a typical old-time apprc;ach) in a disci-
pline presented their information seemingly indepen-
dent of what goes before or after it, (3) others teach
a combination of either of the above and allow a
certain amount of individualized to take
place by computers. Therefore, educationally'disadvan-
taged students must move into these varied systems
and learn how to swrvive. However, the major respon-
sibility for alloting students to meet the stated educa-
tional objectiv of the school must be a ,two -way' street
between facul and students. Students must have a
certain amount of intelligence, but in my opinion,
motivation to suei:eed is paramount Faculty must be
supportive of students and motivated to do so. but in
most eases there area number of stumbling blocks to
avoid before such a process can begin to occur in the
minds of ,tlie faculty.



1. The faculty Should be consult d as to the scope
of the minority program. WI y is it ,there`' At-
tempting to have faculty become imoked by
saying that federal pressure is the major reason
fot these programs does nothing for instilling a
positke mental impression concerning the pro-
gram. Most faculty in medical schooLare aware
of the seemingly fickleness of federaLprograms,
and if federal pressure is the only reason to
have a program to recruit and retain minority
students, it will not sell. A more positi\e ap=
proach is to present the statistics on health. care
delivery or the lack of it in the ghetto, the low
number of minorit.y physicians, etc.
The faculty should bz 'constantly exposed to
the culture of the disadvantaged students. We
are social animals. If there' are minorities

f

around,, we wills listen. Most medical stool
faculty have no real education concerning.
Blacks. Chicanos, Indians. and other minorities,
and as such cannot see why such programs are
needed. In my personal experience, most fac-
ulty are receptive to seminars that vdeal- with
minorities Whether they make a commitment
to work with minorities as a high-priority item
is another question. However, without some ex-

,

posure. the faculty will, not pet sensitive to
cultural differences of students, There will be
some faculty who will never be able to compre-
hend why culturally different people reject be-
coming completely icculturated. This, I feel,
particularily applies to Indian people.

3 Assuming that the faculty hale agreed to work
with disadvantaged students. the question re-
mains'as, to the kind of minority prdgram. As
most people know. there has been a variety of
minority programs sonic conLentratifig at the'
high school level, some concentrating at the
college level. others at the medical school level,
and sonic encouraging all three levels,

21
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My third point has two parts to_ it. minority end
nannununt) faculty. In either case, if faculty are going
to act as role models in terms of teaching and tutorial
programs, some acknowledgment of this effort should
be made regarding promption and tenure. Such/lac- 4
knowledgment is not to be shown too often since
promotion and tenure will be made on research
cations and scholarty activity. It has always struck me
as ironical that in medical school the faculty are paid
to teach and yet promOtion is based on tenure. It

_could be extremely difficult to have faculty. commit
themsekes to educational programs if, in the process,
they jeopardize (heir careers. .

One way to- handle the dilemma would be to ha've
minority, faculty speaihead such programs. But we are
not producing enough minority faculty and we have
to work with the nonminority faculty.

I am sure dot there are some who feel professional
schools should have more of a commitment to teach..
ing, but that is, not the system. Medical school faculty
talk about research at meetings, not about tfaching
programs, and I feel that this research sinphasis phi-
losophy is the way toward the long-term stablity,of
getting educationally disadvantaged- student4 into
schools.

Nowhere is it easier to get to knowthe faculty than
".in.-thear-labs. What I am proposing is that educationally

disadvantaged students spend time-during their under-
.graduate years working, as researchers in various labs,
with the emphasis being in. those labs that are bio-
medically oriented. This would also expose faculty to
the social aspects of minority students.

Some might respond, "That approach might be
good if we minorities have four to five years to wait.
What, about now = aOd working with faculty?" or,

."That might be. a good idea, but we don't want all ,
minority students to become Ph.D.s in Physiology."

To answer the first of these points; I feel that the
"honeymoon period" for disadvantaged students is

'4
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over. Professional schools will c i e to be more
guarded in terms-of entrance criteria we wish to
help miriority students who are educationally disad-
vantaged, I do not feel positive that faculty, will want
tq offer special courses, tutorial sytems dr not. Federal
support for such programs is limited. To be more
direct, I feel it is now that administrators should be
more supportive. Funds should ibe.available so that
preprofesstoniti -course-s, -tutorial systems, _

curriculum are available.
My personal opinion, based on experience working

with Indian and Chicano students primarily. is that
aLcepting., educationally disadvantaged students does
a disfavor to bottii the students and building good rap-
port with faculty. I ait also aware that there is a
question of whether there is.any correlation between
doing' well in the basic sciences and in the clinical
sciences. However, the present .system is such that, for
the foreseeable future, there be a strong emphasis
in the basic sciences. We have to get our students
through these courses and 1 believe that the best way
to do that is working'in the medical school.

The real solution to this problem, I believe, must
t it the minority student and faculty work together

in th research lab, whether it be clinical science or

f
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basic- science. In this environment, both groups can
learn about each other. If properly conducted, the
student can learn an extensive amount of materials in
a numlm. of 'areas. A student exposed to a cardiovascu-
lar physiologist can be exposed to the following disci-
plines. biochemistry, anatomy, physiology, surgery, and
pharmacology, to mention a few.

The best example of this kind roach is where
students ark involved in such_ projects in under-
graduate years. Because tfie mediear-s-en-driac
would take undergraduate students and work with
them in their labs, theoretically the students would 1:F
motivated to doing well because they would be work-
ing with the faculty and they could see the relevance
of physics, math, and chemistry, to the health sciences.
In addition, we will be offering the student a position
in medical school once fie enters undergraduate level
and maintains a certain average.

I have approached this problem by, belie'ving that"'
faculty are the people who need to be educated. Once
they are, there are a large number who will help. If
there are ways to reward this contribution by faculty,
the same research is rewarded:, then possibly medical
schools will begin to be educational as well, as research
institutions,

;,
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Summer Prograrris:
A Preprofessional Approach

_41 Edwin Marshall, O.D.
Director, College Institute: Health Related Professions
School of Optometry, Indiana University

My approach to the retention of students is dif-
ferent than that of others at this conference because
most of my efforts in retention occur on the preprofes-
sionul level. I want to mention some items that I think
should be intrinsic within any retention program.

As has been said. "the honey moon is about over"
for minorities. Wg, age highly contingent upon Nderal
funds Five to six year-4 ag6, when federal monies be-
camecame available for minorities, schools suddenly became
intkested in, minority prograMs. Consequently, a be-

as the money varnishes'so will the social con-
sciousness and concern on the part of these schools.

Thus we must think of alternatives what is going
to happen t5' us, to ours jobs, and to the Zradtift'S in
our I). rograms; We will have to develop a, much moie
'deeply engrained consciousness', on the part of the
faculty and administrators because schools are going
to tave to assume the financing of these programs or
will-,have to seek additional funds outside the federal
government; this will be a very crucial time.

Most of the discussion on retention, thus far, has
involved academic retention. Those who deal with stu-
dents, however, know that they have problems other
than academic ones. In fact, when I first became
involved in minority adMissions and recruitment reten-
tion, it would bather me T atly when people talked
about minorities and tutorial programs in he same
breath, as if all minorities needed or requikd some
tutorial assistance.

That is true in some respects, for many of us in our
high school and/or undergraduate education were not
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fortunate enough to receive the benefits of some of the
better schools schools where the traditional or ma-
jority students come from. But academic retention
involves only one phase of retention. We also must
think in terms of financial assistance, and it seems
absurd that the federal government will disburse money
for all types of programs and conferences yet cut out
money,' for direct support to students attending schools

t of health professions.
We must also consider the social and adjustment

problems of students, especially those of students corn-
ing fron aller colleges viho enter large, predomi-
nantly white !versifies. Many titles-Arley have go
one with whom t y can discuss,these problems. They
cannot approach tl e faculty for various reasons. Often
there is no minority faculty around.

When I speak of retention, I am not thinking of a
bandage-type of program. I am not saying that the
student ist in trouble, so he should be involved in a
retention program. Instead, I am thinking of a program
that helps tile student to cope with the system, to
graduate in his chosen discipline, and to become a
skilled professional within the community.

We try to utilize retention maneuvers from the
firt day. We try to.reinforce the academic learning of
the student. But more important, we also try to reach
the student prior to the professional curriculum; that
is, we go to the high school level and start working on

motivation because, unless the student is motivated, he
will have difficulty. I believe motivation is the key to
any retention program. It is twofold and involves the
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student and the person who is attempting to educate
the student. Tryinsito sensitize the faculty and adminis
tration- has been a struggle of mine over the past couple
of years.

If a, student is brought into an academic envition-
ment during the surnmer, there are several thin6 that
must be done.

1. If the strident is going to be in a program for
the entire summer, we are removing him from the
work force. So I- believe that-any retention .program.,
should provide the student with some sort of stipend
that Iv ould not necessarily replace what the student
weld make during the summer, but would at least not
make school a handicap for the student.

I feel that prov ision of academic credit during
the summer program should be an intrinsic part of any
summer program. It is easier to interest a student in
a program primarily for academic reinforcement pur-
poses if you prov ide an incentive.

3. If travel is. involved, travel monies should
be paid. There are ways of getting funding outside
HEW. Other federal, stale, and local programs will
provide money to assist a summer retention program
during the summer.

Concerning the swpe of such a program. what are
we trying to do and what is the target population? We
have attempted to set our definition to include the
ethnic or colored minorities. t1;ie Chicinos, Blacks, and
American Indians. To increase cur funding chances,
we also extended oue definition to include veterans,
women, and low-invome whites. 'Net when viewing our
program over a three-year period. we see that we have
not really a tracted what I would call the hard-core,
inner -cif disadvantaged minorities, Most of our stu-
dents come from well-integrated families hiving both'
parents living together, with families of rela ively small
size. The students Wend high schools that are well

mixed and have fairly good basic counseling staffs
and courses.

When our funding oroposal was written, we did
not want to include that academically successful stu-
dent. We feel that these students haveenough chances
already. they are pushed by counselors, by, professors,
or by teachers. Also, they have enough initiative so
that between all these variable' they will find a way
to advance. What we wanted w as the average student
who needed a little help and,'or encouragement. Thus
NNe set grade-point -levers. On our 'college
set a 3.3-grade-point level as a ceiling.'

Our program at Indiana is a multi-phasic program,
- basically in two parts. There is a high school program

of two weeks and a college program of six weeks. Only
the college program offers academic credit four
hours. The .two programs are similar in that we try
to introduce these students tQ nontraditional alterna-
tives within the health professions. We do not steer
students into a given health profession. Even though
the Schoolof Optometry sponsors the program, we
bring in representatives from various allied professions,
and the various allied supportive health professions
(because'not'alrgindents can or want to be physicians
or dentists). And often, many students, once they
observe a health profession, say medicine for instance,
find out that the Dr. Welby-type of charisma is really
not for them. They want something else. So we try to
save time.and money by providing in-depth counseling,
academic counseling, and financial counseling (we 'do
financial profiles for these students because many of
them are naive when it comes to seduring financial aid).

We bring in various clinical specialties; we }lave
field trips and go into hospitals, clinical offices, and
laboratories, and we try to be a role model for these 4

students. We want to give them the opportunity to
hielitify with working minority health professionals.

1:# :5'
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Small discussion groups ,helped promote understanding.
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This year ft e expect to JeNehop a preceptorship where
e will try to link a given student with a given health

professional or clinical specialty of their choice. For
many of these students, their self concept or self-
identification is lacking. They are interested, in the
health professions, but they really are not sure if they
can be successful Nlany do not get support at home.
So we try, to be there at any stage in their career
development, when they can Lome to us for assistance,
even after they have finished the prograrh.

There is drdartrc involvement. The college students
are in the classroom about four hours per day. We try
to give the students aid impression of a health profes-
sional Lu r cu um what it is like to be in a health
professional hool So We offer them such courses as

uroanatomy, phy siology physics, and psy Lhology
We try, to gauge the courses to the types of students
that we enroll for a particular summer, so the courses
change On a. year-to-y ear basis

Along with didactic involvement is experimental
involvement Students work in laboratories in a hands-
on type of experience. It allows them to JisLuss cross
cultural barriers. I have found that it is good to, have

N. Black students talk to Chicano, students about their
respective problems In doing so, they realize that
certain problems are npt peLdliar to them This gives
them a feeling of oneness in that there are other people
who are subject to some of the same situations and
that perhaps, LolleLtiv cly. they can pool their resources
and assist each other Si Loping with the system.

Following the summer program, we attempt h
follo'w -up, wee try to maintain as much contact as
possible We cscn assist stud ts in making applica-
tion to professional schools. In fact, within the past
three years. we have' assisted seven stu`dents. entrances
into a health professional school directly follow lug
attendance at the institute This was a more cost-
effective and time-effective situation as far as the
student was concerned.,

We also work with an assotiation called Indiana
Health Careers (IIIC), which does (me of the same
things we are doing within the state of Indiana. but it
also assists :us in our follow-up, If-IC has Lontacts
within the sanous health professions and L,M slsit high
schools and colleges more often than we can. Its per-
sonnel talks' to counselars, to administrators, and to
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faeultx more often than we can. So 'we utilize the
resourcefulness of that; association to assist us.
t Each year we have an evaluation of our program
by the students and the faculty. We want the students
to tell us what is wrong with the program, what its
good points-are, what 'they need, and what they want.
Then we try to incorporate this advice into future
programs. Soon, students from our high school summer
program will be entering our college program, this will
give us a second shot' at them.

To judge the effectiveness of -such a plarrak ours
is difficult because it is not necessarily an imradiate
success toiy. When we deal with a college sophomore,
it may be one to three years later before he or she
applies to a health professional school. Nevertheless,
I feel that any' retention program can be a success if
it is directly proportional to the motivation of its
students (1 must state I equate motivation ,with ma-
turity). I also feel that success is directly proportional
to the social awareness of a school's administration
an awareness so that the administration is concerned
not only with federal dollars but also wtth increasing
the distribution of minorities within tife health pro-
fessions. Equally important, there must be faculty
compliance. If the faculty are not deeply involved in
the program, there will be problems. Also, we must
have minority facuity syithin the health professions so
the students have someone to identify with and discuss
problems with. Within the School of Optometry at
Indiana University, I am always available to my
students.

Last, there is the problem Qf financial assistance.
*.As we all know, the government is really cutting back.
Thus, until we come up with, alternatives to increase
'Minority health professional involvement within various
aspects of the community in the nnercities and core
areas it is my impression that students in the health
professions will be There directly as a result of who
they know and' how much money they have-. Some
sehools,dij not want our prOgrams from the start. With
federal retrenchment, now they have the excuse to -
abandon the programs because they are too expensive.
We iited, then, to begin thinking about what is going
to happen when the water is cut off, because itetild
be a very thirsty spell for many of us.

/k,
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Government Funding
Outlook

Roberto ArandarM.S.
Interstate Research Associates
Washington, D.C.

I represent El Cyngresso, a lobby in Washington,
D.C., wnieh lobbies for Spanish-speaking people in the

_United States. There are inany questions about what
kinds tif funds are available for minority programs.
Ujiless we become active in the legislative process,
however, there will not be any funds. To get funds, we
have to become involved in the lobbying process .we
must, organize and be recognized nationally. Only then
can we show Washington that we have some clout,

Who do you lobby X. The Administration (White
House staft members),.congressmen, bureaucratS,,con-
gressio,nal staff ifitiOlaers. People who are at the state
level listen to representatives. You can have
more impact when u are representing a group.

Once you get 1 olved with lobbyAng process, you
get the kind of wording that you want into the legisla-
tion. Then you choose a format. What part of the
legislation arelou concerned, abottt? You.shoulid be
-concerned about ale Health Resources Adpinistration,
the Office of Education, the Minority Biomedical Sup-
port (MBS) program, SHCOG grants, the National
Health Service Corps, plusdhe language that is in the
legislation, the financial aid, and Public HealthSery ice
grants. All of, these progYams are presently before
the congress. Now is the time to act. Once you get the
legislation that you want. you must follovV that legisla-
tion to the appropriations committee. Becatise they

authorize the moiey, you have got $o be there to be
sure that the ymoney is going where you want it to gd.

aThis is n election year. What, is the Chicano
strategy? The Black strategy? The Indian strategy?
SHCOG is going to be put in a block grants program
with 16 others competing for $11Q million. If that
figure is averaged out, that puts SHCOG back at about
the 1972 Jevel. The Minority Biomedical Support pro-
gram presently receives $7 million. Inflation alone
requires that this program one that we very much
need should get $13 million. In other words, the
effectiveness of that ,$7 million has been reduced by
althost kalf in just 3 years. What is going to .happen a
couple of years from novi when people coming thrdugh
the program want to go on to some graduate school

. prograp? There N.% ill be no money to support them.
That is why, as lobbyists, you must be there.'There is
a fairly active, group within the association ,of MBS'
programs, but more effort is needed from them.

What are you doing with your funds? Even though
you have to produce because you have a contract, you
should also think about some lobbying activities. To
continue, all programs have to be renewed every couple
of years, and you must to keep track of them. That
means a long-term process of continueckactive involve-
ment on all levels.
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Grant Writing: A
Question of Survival

Juan Ramos, Ph.D.
Acting Director
Division of Special Mental Health Programs
National Institute of Mental Health

An interaction, of three critical u is in government
that determine tho gets 'that is po ularly known as
the Golden Triangle or the Iron Triangle. It is the basis
for what pre called categorical programs which, in fhe
last few years, have been the target for change. This is
because, no matter what the policies'may be, the cate-
gorical programs grow and defy efforts to terminate
them.

The three units of the Golden Triangle are:
1. The first is a representative or a standing com-

mittee in the legislative body that has a special interest
in a well-defined area, for example, concrn about Apia
gets what in health manpower. So far as the legislative
body is concerned, one would hive to identify bOth
repres4sntatives and standing committees that handle
health manpower policy. Those standing committees
would have the concern of the legislative mandate, they
usually are assisted by a committee staff and are .in
crose touch with the other parts of the Golden Triangle.
One also needs to identify committee, staff as well as
the representatives' staff who are pleased to get letters,
telegrams, and position papers, especially when tley
are written to make S'legislature aware of the special
concerns.

2. The second part of the Golden Triangl /resides
within the unit that has the authority to administer that

k particular piece of- legislatioh. The individuals who
have responsibility of administering the various parts
of health manpower legislation have been identified
and are well known.

3.. The third part of the Golden Triangle is a
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constituency group, a group that continues to prorno e
what it considers critical issues. Again, there is inte
action between the constituency and heads of
trative units!'"

In terms, of "who gets what" in health man ower
programs, it is important to know the key persOri and
to understand the interaction of the. three units of the
Golden Triangle, Many people wonder how, for exam-
ple, programs exist when there is no visible consti-
tuency, For the most part, it is _because of-thea, good
will of some of the representatives and probably others
with guilt feelings in the constituency organyations
that do not represent you. The question then becotnes.
How can you continue to Sexist without a visible con-
stituency group that represents ypu and your ilterests
and the kinds of concerns that you have? Whether it is
right or wrong, needed or not. the point is that a visible
constituency is needed, othe,rwise, difficplt to get
attention. The establishment will say that no Zone needs
it, there is no interest in it, and so they can forget about

4 it because no one cares.
Another important occurrence/hat has happened

in the last three years is the so-callpd pendulum change.
During the decade of the 1960's, /the pendulum moved
from the biomedical arena into the community arena,
in some instances. There were people talking about
community medicipe, community nursing, and com-
munity psychiatry. Thus, many peoplewere-going out
and doing things. and people talked about Lommunity
medicine. In the last few years, hqwever, the'pendulum
has moved back to the biomedical arena the classi-

O
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o cal interest -of medical schools. For example, people in
the,Lommunity are now going balk to the iild classical
approaches of 'psychotherapy and identification with
the old names in the era of LlassLal psychiatry. So
again, you are caught up doing things in the commu-
nity. talking about soclal medicine and social spects.

,` They" are likely not to pay any attention to you un-
less your. representatives at least express themselves

My other point has to do with the..-manpower
concept. This concept is just beginning to It ake itself
felt in the 'bureatitraLy. For example, for the last'.25
years,_ the mental health field_ has been concerned only
about training, whit.h is only one aspect of . rna-np. °Wei,
and 1mi-casing the number of psychiatrists or other
mental health professionals. There has been very little
interest in licensing, Lert:fication, recruitment, reten-
tion, Lurriculutt or utilization. Whatever you want to
gall these thing they are all important parts of the
manpower approach to the problem Your interest must
be thought through in a way that comprises the kinds
of interests that you have. People have mentioned
diminishing funds, 'implying that the 'honeymoon" is
overt and other, similar termsWhat they are really
sy}ying is that they are ignoring those they claim to
serve or to care for If they do that, then what are the
funding agencies and representatives going to think
about j ? For example, this community suffers daily.
When no o does anything about it, it suffers even
more But when the people know that someone cares
and is trying to do something about their situation,
then? there is at least a feeling of hope The people feel
that something can happen Buff their representatives
abandon them,khat is there to strive for, to live for,
to hope for')

You need to become acquaints with the political
, process Those running for office become involved in
the ,Lampaign, assisting and heipinif, them and getting
to know their local staff Representatives have 'staff
that do casework and answer thousands of letters.
Some of the representatives plate much value on this
service they proved} to their constituency because they
feel that it is one way of being useful. Until recently,
only funds and model clues funds were supposed to
be federal funds for poor people or people in need,
which they said vs different from the funds universi-
ties receive. They feel the latter are not xvelf i c, that
they are different But it is all feder41 tax money,
regardless of whether it goes for a poverty program
such as the Community Action Program (CAP} or to
a university. Thus there is reason to be concerned
about it and to do something about influencing the
way the funds are utilized, thus you -should nut be
apologetic about Inentioning it up to your university
president or medical school clean

The Confprehensive Health Manpower Act of 1971

f
t

provides for capitation grant, start-up grants, conver-
sion grants, special project grants, financial distress
grants, health ,manpower initiative awards, student
loans, student schofarsips, family medicine grants,
teacher training grants,construction of teaching facili-
ties grants, grants for computer technology programs,
aid national adcisory councils. They get more fund
flom other federal agencies and it is just like poverty
funds and CAP funds. It comes from the U.S. Treasury
so you should not be apologetic-about trying t influ-
ence what they do with those particular monie

The point about biology- physiology conce s

Pealed in aMarch ,9, 1976, New York Times article
about the scope of medical, school education., It said
that pressures to broaden the scope of education in
the nation's medical schools can lead to serious prob-
lems for tike future of these institutions. Two medical
experts who spoke at this meeting yesterday said the
primaryepurpose of the medical schools should be to

/each prospe-ctive physicians the nature of medicine
and disease without delving into social problems. The
source's of the pr,ssure stem from ecoVmic, social,
and educational sectors of society. These sectors tend
to blame medical schools for the high cost of health
care for the impoverished, the lack of health facilities
in urban core areas, and the training of doctors who
society now often views as poorly trained to provide
the family care that many citizens so vitally need. What
they are saying is that it is dangerous to go in that
particular direction. Alto, they quoted someone else
as saying that many of\the disciplines and expertise
for planning health care programs were_not primarily
medical, but resided elsewhere in the university. Going.
back to the biology is important; you cannot really
argue against that.

What does grant writing mean? Get to know the
staff by phone or when they come to your commu-
nity. Visit with them, exchange ideas. Get a copy of
the legislation that they mast deal with. Prepare a
three- to five-page draft, send it to the appropriate
staff with a note saying that you would appre-ciate it
if they reviewed it. Give them a couple of weeks, and
ask them to send it back for a second go-round.'What
happens is that many times, especially in this area,

.often are perceived as being two or three years
behind the tunes. It is-claimed that most of the action
is on the East and the West Coasts, but nothing really
happens in these areas. What you call Unique they
probably tired of two years ago. Emphasize the unique-
ness of .-Illatever it is you are dealing with in your
individual area. In some cases, the staff you arc com-
municating with have never been to your community,
and it important that you provide a historiLal analysis
of what your region is about its politics, its people,
and its resources.
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Funding and
Foundations Monies
Available to Special

,Admis.sicins Programs

Masotti Inaba, M.S.W.
Principal
Human Resources Corporation
San Francisco, California .

The firm that I represent, Human Resources Cor-
poration,is a minority-owned research and consulting
firm with a multiethnic and multidisciplinary staff. We
have completed contracts with count, state, and fed-
eral agencies, as well.as priv ate foundations, in the
fields of education, 'health services, social services,
community organization, transportation, and urban
planning. We are now in our sixth year of operation.

HRC's president, Herman Gallegos, is the only
Chicano trustee of a major foundation. In the entire
country there is only a handful of ethnic minorities
serving on major foundation' boards. This is one of
the reasons why we sought support from the National
Science Foundation to:examine_ the Work of the private
foundations. The focus of our NSF study was' on
identifying and analyzing public policy issues related
to the responsiveness of grant making charitable foun-
dations to the problemstind concerns .of Asian Ameri-
cans, Blacks, Americans of Spanish heritage, and
Native Americans in the United States. We discovered
that there are some 30,000 foundatioliii tclijuted
States.

Five types of foundations were identified to reflect
major distinctive program objectives and the structure
of. a foundation:

1. General purpose foundations, with broad char-
ters, "directed by boards of trustees with wide
interests. Most of the larger well-known foun-
dations such asfarnegie, Ford, and Rockefeller
are of thiS type, most operate with professional
staffs.

AO.
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2. Special purpose. foundations, "which are re-
stricIed by charter to a specific field or pur-
pose," and usually reflect the,,interest of the
original donor. The Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace is an example. These are
usually smaller than the average general pur-
pose foundation.

3. Company foundations, created b corporations
to facilitate'corporate giving as we as con-
ferring financial benefits on the company. The
T?Reform Act of 1969 has made the com-
pany foundation a less attractive instrument for
corporate gifts.

4. Family, foundation's, established by a living per-
son or persons rather than by bequest. "Their
boards usually consist of family memberrand
their immediate associates, and they often serve

channels for the personal giving pf
the founders." These family foundations some-
times expand their purposes and resources to
become a general purpose foundation. The
Ford Foundation, which began in 1936 with
an original endowment of $25,000, is one such
example.

5. Community foundations, "composites in which
gifts or bequests are administered as to principle
through the trust departments of qualified local
bank, the income, with any authorized portions
of pripcipal, is disbursed under control of a
distrib tion committee selected for representa-
tive c aracter and knowledge of charitable
affai "
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Two general quest)ons are being raised about foun-
ations their rel,p,arice and legitiinacy. With per-

lasike governmental actikity in social areas formerly
donAated by prik ate charities, w hat contributions arc
foundations uniquely equipped to offer American soci-
ety') What justifies their tax-protected status? Flow 9
they relate to today's society') Given current democratic
meLhanisms to discribute funds in the "public interest,"
how are foundations, which have an essentially elitist
mekhanism for ackumulating and distributing tax=pro-
tckted funds for the "collective good," mad .vitimate?

In defense of ,relevance, it is argued t 't founda-
tions can act innovatively, flembly, efficiently, and
independently. Legitimacy is based on the traditional
value plated on pluralism, diversity, and the idea of
voluntarism and private initiative.

Foundations do not lack structural restraints. but
they arc relatively 'and uniquely free from pressures
faung government and operating agenoes. A founda-
tion dogs not need to raise money for internal support;
to s isfy "voters, customers, Ur advertisers ", to fear
far re, or to ba obligated to duplicate success. It may
tr ad in kontrokersial areas without prior approval and
(within boundaries) without adverse consequences.
Public criticism to whivirgoundations are subjected
represents a different order of constraint. It is the
difference between "having to avoid activities 'that
could trigger widespread opposition" and "having to
earn the aktike and kontinuing support of outside con-
stituencies to remak in exjstence."

Our study 'names that the private charitable
foundations liak e been largely .insulated from the
broad reaching public debate accompanying the spate
of recent inquiries into American social institutions.
Though numerous and, in sonic eases, quite influential,
generally they have not been systematically scrutinized
for programs, functions, and relevance to pressing
issues of American life. In particular, foundations have
rarely bc.en examined as to their responsiveness to the
concern4 of minority groups.

In the, last few decades, as the federal government
has tai,...1 o,i..1 all increasing share of the philanthropic
burden, and as new social movements have emerged,

9-to traditional functions and statuses of foundations
have been questioned. Foundations enjoy broad tax
privileges that only recently have been partially re-
stricted. Foundations must deserve these privileges by
acting in the interest of the entire society especially
in response to those who ,need their help most.

Foundations take no cues from any external politi-
cal consensus. They never need worry about r9nning
for re-election. In ,theory, they should be among the
most flexible and innovative agents for social progress.
Minority groups, therefore, should receive at least a
proportional share of foundation largesse. But this, is
hardly the case. The statistics are clear and compelling:

4 '

Americans of Spanish heritage account' for 5
percent of the total population. According to
our research based on Foundation Centi; data,
from 1972 through March 1974, 9jaanish
groitps received less than 0.8 percent of all
(tabulated) funds disbursed in J972 -1973 by
American foundations. Of the 217 grants made
to these mrnorny groups, only 39 percent went
to .agencies controlled by i
fistrlieritage populations.
coved proportionately mo
sources than did th
heavily concentrated in
Americans Of ASian de
percent of the total national popularbn. Foun-
dation Cenrr data analyzed by indicates
that, from 1972 through 'Auus.1 974, Asian
groups received 0 I percent of th tal from
fqundations for 1972-19'73. Further, only 22
percerlt of this ny share was awarded to ageri.:
ties run by members of the minority group.
Most of the funds went to Chinese organiza-
tions in the Northeast. The West, with 57 per-
cent of the Chinese American population, re-
ceived only 31 percent of the funds, Other
Asian groups Japanese, Korean, and Filipino

were virtually ignored.
Afro- mericans comprise 11 percent of the
popu ton. During 1970-1971, in the welfare

i.
category, less than 5 percent of the ehild wel-
fare funds went to Blacks, and only 0.5 percent
to Black - controlled agencies, of grants to youth
programs, only 1 percent went to agencies run
by Blacks, of grants to'collegy, only 6 percent
went to,Black institutions, of grants for assist-
ing the aged, only 3 percent was allotted the
Black corRmunify. These were the findings of
an urban League study:.

. ,

ividuals of ST,e--
he Northeal re-
funds from more

ish populations
st and Southwest.

t account for 0.6
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Peter Chavez, Director of Student
Minority Affairs, University of Colorado
Medical Center, claritying representation

issue.
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Similar erns can 'be- cScribed for other groups,
inclu-ding en and , atNe Americans. Minority
needs a t A sl,ghted. Only 75 foundations'in
the F atigln enter's data base were found in our,.
anal ;is hae,contributed to Spanish herttage and
As hntAniencan beneficiaries. When grants are made
to minoriti4 they tend to flow through broker agencies'

4 ntroilitty Ilit majority culture. Regardless of a
gx,oujj's distribution within the country, grants

Jarei.,concentrated 141 thin 4rtheast the major locus
of ii?undatitin headquarters in the United States. Studies
oriumed to Asian or Spanish-speating countries are
far ore heavily subsidized,than are studies directed
towa,rd domestic Asian or Spanish-s king minori-
ties. And finally, foundation money -go minorities
is srknt primarily on conservative, low-risk rejects.

Money flows heavily to educational institu ons. Of
file $1,234,940 in the data base granted tor Asian.*
Americans from 1972 to August 1974, our calctlations
showed that 55..pervnt went to eduraIon and research.
The rest was dis4d among agencies for health, legal
service, technical assistance and development, and
welfare. For Spanish heritage groups- of a total of
S11,557,490., 49 percent went to,educ,ation. This re-
flects a general trend. Of all foundation grants, from
1962 through 1971, education , as- the most faored

of service, receiving 33 percent of the total. health
and welfare followed wittr1,51 ands 13, percent, In
essence, you may be competing with your own insti-'
tutionifl,ou go the foundation route.

The National, Medical ,Foundetion, supported_ by
a mernbar of firiNate foundations, gives money to first-
and second-year Minority medical students. Of the
1973-1974 first-year medicial students, 7 peri,ent wer9,
Black and 2 percent were Mexican American, Native
American, or PuertO Rican. This, conItaaL-.541th 3
percent for Blacks and less than 1 percAtfor others
in 19684969. *k

Total
Blacks- Merman Amerman Pliers /Ricans

F
icans rut-yea

rMadam; Year No % Americans Indians No % SRldents

1968-1969' 266 2.7 20 3 3 0.2 9,863
1969-1970 440 4.2 44 7 10 0.6 10,422
1970-1911 697 6.1 73 11 27 1.0 11,348
1971-1972 882 7.1 118 23 40 1.5 1.2,361
1972-1973 957 7.0 137 34 44 if 13,677
1973-1974 1,019 7.2 174 44 55 r9 14,044

Both the foundations and the federal government
are putting lake sums of money into education. Health-
related institutions are getting at least their share. Are
minorities, benefiting proportionately from the public
subsidies, even in the public universities? If not, why
not?

We gink that you in your poles mu t work within
your institutions for greater understanding of the inter-
ests and conce ns of minorities and for.More resources
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fortninoriq students. As recruitment office rs or repre-
sOtaties, you must ask and, consider whether you
have:

Firm institutional wi,nmitments
Support within the total institution, including
the Board of Regents, faculty, and adminis--
tration * '
Support of a coordinator of development, of
public relations, and of alumni relations

---,Effeetive use of alumni volunteers
A/ An effective 'and enlightened alumni association,

Sophisticated propect iresearch and donor re-
latiotts
A hly qualified staff and adequate budget
Fu raising policy gdtdelines and priorities,
We -and toodgoals and plans
A wit statement defining your personal role
n f nd-raising'effort
onvincing need of privhte- dollars

is alstrimpAtant that tyou know your community
and it resources, and how to use them ford systems
change. or examp, two of thfe fiVe trustees of the
San Francisco Foundation 'are appginted by the' chan-,

.41!- ceilor of the Universtty:Sf CalifbAia, Berkeley, arid
the president 'off Stanford Univerkity. If I were a staff
or faculty megber pf either institution, I would want
to make sure that the presiding officer was aware of
the interest of minorities on campus in the trustee
position on the foundation board and in sympathetic
representation of the interests of minorities. on that
board.

Lack of, responsivenessto minorities lies mainly
with the foundations themselves. They 'frequently oper-
ate within a constricted comms promulgating social
programs'ihat lag behind those put forth ceither
government or academia. Their boa ;ds are ingrein,
interlocking, and self perpetuating.. Thelare-cjorairlated
by white IvyLeague mays to the almoq'total excision
of women and ethnic minorities. The Same is true-of

-Suggestions for immediote implementation
were presented.

if
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the composition of many staffs. Each foundation
answer essentially to its on self-appointed trustees.

. Given these circumstances, it is not surprising that
foundations have a history of ignoring minority con-
cerns. Generally they have not made convincing efforts
to fully-understand them.

The core of our position is that foundations, in
claiming to serve the ideal of "public needs" and "the
public interest," have nb.t sufficiently provided for the
needs and interests of minorities. The question is one
of system changes and reallocation `of resources.

Insofar as there remains a fundamental disparity
between the priorities of minority groups and those of
private foundations, it is recommended that minorities
give more attention to foundations as institutions and
to system-changing possibilities than to formulating
technical proposals. Structural alternatives that could
enhance the private philanthropic arena, for minorities
include:

a matching grant system, currently debated
publicly and privately
a limitation on the life of donor-controlled
foundations
a system of community ascertainment ascer-
taining community needs and interests, such as
used by the FCC in granting licenses.

Working to bring about changes in the ways in
which foundations operate is something in which we
should all be involved. You need to join with other
minority programs and organizations to work for a
more equitable distribution of resources from founda-
tions. One way foundations can .be made aware of the

problems that you are encountering is through project
proposals requests for funds. While the largest share
of funds for minority projects has come from the large
foundations, such as Ford and Carnegie, there are
smaller local and regional foundations that should
be approached. The Foundation Directory, Edition 5,
lists 2,533 foundations by state, describing mission and
resources. The annual Foundation Grants Index lists
granis awarded within seven broad subjects, alphabetic-
ally by foundation name. These references should be
studied for possible sources of funding, at least on a
project basis. The rules for grant applications to foun-
dations are similar to the rules for other grant ap-
plications:

1. Do your homework. Know the foundation's
areas of interest and objectives and its potential
for support.

2. Submit proposals that fall within the founda-
tion's areas of interest and within its means.

3. Discuss your ideas with,. the foundation before
you prepare and submiLlsagthy proposals. Fol-
low up with a well-thought-out description and
justification.

4. If you receive a grant, make regular evaluation
and progress reports with a sufficiently detailed
accounting of expenditures of foundation funds...

The process of making application with supporting
presentations by interested persvos of influence will '
increase the awareness of foundations of needs and
interests of minority, communities and develop more
Usable resources for minorities.

32 A 1
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The Minority
Perspective: Redefining
the Minority Health Professional

C. Benjamin Mayo, J.D.
Associate Professor
College of Law, University of Utah

The point I want to make involves an incident that
happened to me the first year I taught at the university.
I had been interested in the area of mental health and
its interaction with the law law and psychiatry, in-
sanity defense, and civil commitment of people. I
taught a seminar galled psychiatric justice, the class
went to the university medical center psychiatric wing
and sat in on the civil commitment hearings. We heard
a commissioner and two psychiatrists testify that a
patient had paranoid schizophrenia. The lawyer de-
fended the woman client in the context of a civil
commitment hearing, and then the person was sent to
the state mental hospital in Provo, Utah.

After observing the commitment hearings, we
talked about it in the classroom the next week. When
I asked for students' impressions of the hearing, some-
one raised his hand and sae he felt there might have
been a .violation of due process, and someone else -
mentioned that I-had said there is a right to notice and
that was not administered in this case. One of my
Chicano students, who had grown up in Price, Utah
(a mining town}.( said that no one listened to the
woman, and when,she tried to speak, they put her off
or let her talk for just awhile. The lawyer whispered
to her but she did not know what he' was saying and,
at 'the end of the hearing, they just sentenced hel to
Provo for an i determinant sentence and said "good
luck." My react on to my student's reaction was that

11

he was wrong was not focusing on what-he was
supposed to be focusing on, that is, due process, rather
than on the person.

I learned something from that student, and I want
to share some of the thoughts that I have had since
then, having spent 3 years teaching in the law school.
Thinking about what happened with my student, Toby,
in the session on civil commznent makes me realize
what an incredible focus there is on the intellectual in
our professional schools. The ancient Greeks ap-
proached education from the viewpoint of the whole
person, they educated the mind,' body, emotions, and
-spirit, ill a part of the human being. The idea that
education is nothing but the brain°, nothing but intel-
lectual activity, is a fairly new idea_ to most American
universities, and professional schools, especially, model
themselves after graduate programs in Germany. As a
result, a lot of values and sensitivities are negatively
reihforCed just as I had done with Toby. I was
saying that you are wrong, this other analysis is correct.
One thing I later realized was that his, approach had
been to focus on the person. There was a certain
respect for that perkon, for her wishes and rights of
self-determination. And thaf does not always come
from the niind,,which is the only thing we reward in
our proiessional schools

To a great extents we view the rest of the campus
and say it is not quite good enough for us, so we stay
at the law school. Lawyers are somewhere below us,
the paralegals are somewhere under them, and .otir
clients are at the ,bottom. There is the same, kind of
hierarchy in medicine. doctors, nurses, aides, ,and"
patients. Somewhere close to the bottom are the stu
dents, and, I do not know who is "better"..-- the stu-
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I a dr.
Topics often focused on unrealistic

admissions criteria.

dents or the patients Probably the students are on a
higher rung But we halve the assumption that they are
empty receptacles, and we halve all the information.
That only works, however, if our assumption is that
the only things that count are analysis and intellectual
ability. That is not to say these things are not impor-
tant, they are. But often they are the only things
considered. reinforced. and rewarded. Someof a per-
son's other qualities (e.g , intuition) atrophy for lack
of use and positiNc reinforcement in our professional

schools.
My view on student admissions is that the only

way it can best be accomplished (even before the Su-
preme Court ruled on the issue) is to realize that you
have to redefine the qualities necessary to possess in
order to be in the helping professions. Thus, to talk in
terms of lower standards is selling ourselves short
because there arc so many areas in which we have
higher standards that are nut recognized. I will always
remember Toby focusing on that person instead of on
due process, and w hat he gave to the' class with that
contribution:

Admissions standards are largely numbers game,
despite rhetoric to the contrary. Although we brag
about admitting some Minorities, we are sure that we
tell them that their scores were not as good as others
were. I recently came upon some interesting'related
information. The Educational Testing 'Service (ETS)
in Princeton, New Jersey, is the hurdle that most of:*
us have to pass. \Ve need to pass it to get into college,

4

into laXT school (LSAT test), into medical school
(MCAT). it is everywhere. ThesEducational Testing
Service is an absolute monopoly. It is a nonprofit cor-
poration whose profits have doubled every five years
since 1948. In the last couple of years there has been
much dissatisfaction with the LSAT test. Because no
one can quite articulate what it is though, ihere is a
group studying LSAT right now. Do you know Who
its members all work for ? ETS. Even if the testing
methods are valid and to some extent they are
the test misses the point in one very important way.
You, cannot have only one criterion for admission. All
of this has created what I call the incredible authori-
tarianism of our professional system; for example, the
hierarchy of professionally trained people, the pre-
sumpt,ion that doctors are better than nurses because
doctors. have more edVcation, so of course they know
more. It seems tome that the medical profe,ssion, to a
very large extent, has completely usurped The patients'
rights. I am abdicating responsibility for myself by
giving 'them total .authority over my body.

We are so locked into this way of dting things that
it runs through our professional lives and through our
educational institutions where we train those for pro-
fessions. The challenge now is primarily to get into
the institutions, and, second, once you get in to some-
how be able to preserve those sensitivitiesothat Toby
had when he observed the civil commitment hearing.
Preserve those sensitivities and stilt do what the institu-
tion is telling you to do until you can get it to realize
that there are other ways of looking at the world. That

' is the great dilemma we are faced with now.

\
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Challenges were put forth in hopes of
rallying participants into creating

positive changes.
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RECOMMENDATIONS & ISSUE

Recommendations and
Issues

I. Recruitment and Admissions
A. Problems

1. increase pool of students.
2. access to students
3. support program with qualified personnel

in higher educati n.
4. lack of preparat n of incoming students.
5. faculty sensitization to minorities and

their prob:ems.
6. access to information, i.e. statistics for

admission committees.
7. provide professional health care to

neglected and/or underserved areasi.
8. how do we address the problem of

recruiting "hard core" students.
B. Solutions /Recommendations

- 1. influence funding to include secondary
and postsecondary recruitment, stipends.

2. "clearing house" for information.
a. lists of individuals with particular

expertise.
b: identify areas of critical shortages.

3- utilize the above clearing house and other
programs with similar objectives to send
letters of support with documentation to
those agencies being-dealt with.

4.. implies-the foundation of an orgapization
to pay for mailings. etc.

II. Retention
I. newsletter.
2. communications network.
3. organization as advocacy group.
4. institutionalize programs.
5. faculty and support programs on hard

money.
6. adequate staffing to provs ide support
programs.
7. regional communication system,

oh.

3 litookk-
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8. categorize information for potential stu-
dents from schools regarding professional
programs, admission criteria, n nal test
results, support programs, and 1i ensure
information.

,9. ad hoc steering committee.
a. funds to implement coalition.
b. volunteer to participated as part of our

respective positions to impatt 1) finan-
cial aid legislation, 2) exchanging ideas,
on tutorial programs, 3) ranking of
health p ofessional programs in
schools

111. Legislative
L. develop upport mechanism on local, statV

and feds ral level use "constituent power."
2, utilize xistin, systems, i.e, NCHO,

WIC , AAMC.
3. impact legislation, i.e. HR2525 Indian

Heal Care Improvement Act.
4. dev op a chain of communication, i.e;

sen tlntire message or memo with your
c ments added.

Dr. Ramos summarized the discussion from the .
work groups terms of identifying common issues,
determining f nctiogns to Implement action oriented
activity and blineated feasible activities that could/
impact mutu 1 goals of health seiente centers and con-
sumers of h alth services. Participants identified the
need for a ommunity based advocacy group. He en-
capsulated t e following issues:

1. an a vOctcy group to respond to health care
delivery issues. -

2 an advocacy group that can impact legislation
that directly affectssethnic groups and their
access to funds for, equalization of opportuni-
ties.

a
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an advocacy group to devise an informatidnal
network to pirticipate in planning strategies for
quick response to and pressing issues.

4. an advocacy group to develop a position to
impact civil rights legis14,1Lon and implemen-
tation.

He conceptualized the following format for the group:

Functions
1. What does group stand for.
2. What is important to the group.
3. Need for steering committee or quasi- formal group.
4. Need to define the agenda; determine objectives and

priorities.
5. Strategies/battle plans.
6. Implementation necessitated a nucleus of people.

Activities
1. StUdy Unit

a. political pressure
b. advocacy group
c. lobbying

,d. education of public via press releases
2. Institute "alerts"

a. clearing house
b. exchange system

3. Coalition or allies are necessary composed of
patients, students providers.

4. Utilization of resonrces, i.e. Freedom of Information
Act allows access to proposals.

Discussion of Above Model
1*. What groups are represented at the conillrence?

Minority health science, educators, counselors, re-
cruiters,and support personnel.

2. Accountability begins at home; hOw can this group
hold recipients'Or institutions of grants accountable-
for ctivities related to increasing the numjer of
ethnie minorities in the, health cans delivery system.

3. Utilize knowledge and skills already existing in the
.group b develop strategies and implencentplans.

4. Utilize already existing avenues, i.e. newsletters' for
dissemnation ofihformation.

5. Need to develop, communication networ with ,a
local state regional and National sco e.

6: Mad-AO deline theprimary \--area ofinterest--aa-
missioA, recruitment and retention for the group
and address these issues from a national perspective.
Many current activities are only bandaids for the
real issues.

7. Since funding is decreasing, It is imperative that th4.:-.
group define area of focus and concentrate all'inter-)
est, expertise, and influence to impact the syste

8. Group cohesiveness and Action is critical in level
ing a. support group That will address legislation,
court rulings, etc., particularly in relationship to our
concerns regarding admission, special programs, etc.

38

" Tentative Solutions
1. Define the scope as the health professions.
2. Strategy: play' numbers gatrie by combining strength

of group to effect change.
'3. Priority of issues as defined for all health professions

a. recruitment
b. admission
c. retention
d. affirmative action
e. whole spectrum and leyels of education

4. Activities:
. a. develop lobbying group, o work with established

groups responsi to m ty needs,
b. apply pressu o representatives, senators, and

other elected officials; capitalize on "power of
constituents,"

c. conduct research
d. informational structure

1. communication
2. dissemination of,information
3. clearing house
4., supportmechanism

, 5. mechanism for addressing critical issues and
crisis.

contact various organizations to develop a data
bank or pool, i.e. American Association of Medi-

, cal Colleges,

1.

Actions
Develop communication network with representa-
tives from each state responsible for contacting
another state and local organilations.

Region I
C

A

N

alifornia Bill Hoskins .
University of California
Medical -Center
Dept. of Operative Dentistry
Third Parnassus
San Francjsco, California 94117
Richard Baiz
AssiitTiiii -Dean
University of California
College of Medicine
Irvine, California 92717

rizona Alberto Ranjel
Assistant Director Med -tart
2421 Basic Sciences
Arizona Medical Center
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85724

evada Dan Allen
Health Science Program
University of Nevada
Reno, Nevada 89502

IC
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Region II
Oregon Betty Lambert

Studer* Program Coordinator
N.W. Portland Area HcalthBoard
812 S.W. Washington Street, Room 1103
Portland, Oregon 98205

Washington Millie Russell
Director of Preprofessional Program for

Minorities in Health Sciences
University of Washington

' SM-26
Seattle, Washington 98,195

Idaho Nancy Caldwell
University of Oregon
Health Science Center
3181 S.W. Sam Ja:kson Park Road
Portland, Oregon 97204

Montana Ray Carlisle
Native American Studies
University of Montana
Missoula, Montana ,M01
Glori; Plain Fcather/Lazona Bailey
Health Manpower Planner
Billings Arca Indian. Health Board
Box 2143
Billings, Montana 59103

Region III
Utah Phil Martinez

Ethnic Coordinator/Recruiter for Health Sciences
Ethnic Minority Health Science Center
University of Utah
College of Nursing, Room 432
25 So. Medical Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112

New Mexico Margie Beltram
NOteonal Chicano,Health Organization
143 Truman, N.E Sbit,e G
Albuquerque, N'ew Meitco 87108 4-
Lorraine Valdez
College of Nursing, Room 246
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
Delbert Lopez
Director of Minority Recruitment
College of Pharmacy

Of New- Mexico-
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Atencio
Assistant Dean/Student Affairs
Basic Science Building
College of, Medicine
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Colorado Jim Lopez
Director
National Chicano Health Organization
827__Shermon:_ -
Denver, Colorado 80203
Senoia Coggs
National Student Nurse's 'Association
Field Coordinator
Breakthrough to Nursing Project'
4880 Quentin Street
Denver, Colorado 80239
Peter Chavez
Director
Office of Minority Student Affairs
University of Colorado Medical Center
4200 E. 9th Avenue
Box B176
Denver, Colorado 80220

be'

4 "'
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RegiOn

Kansas

4

Mike Hill/Rose Owens/Camilla Wishkeno
United Tribes of Kansas and S.E. Nebraska
Box 29
Horton, Kansas 66439

Nebraska John Pierce
Director
Office of Minority Affairs for Health Sciences
Creighton University
2500 California Street

pmaha, Nebraska 68178

Dakotas /Bernard Kahrahrah
University of North Dakota
School of Medicine
1NMED Program
Grand Fords, North Dakdta 58201.

Oklahoma Paul lmotichey/Randy Snead
Peputy Project Director
Association of American Indian Physicians
1300 McGee Drive, Suite 103
Norman, Oklahoma 73069 fif

2. Ad Hoc Committee formed by those representing
the sponsoring schools.
a. develop an organizational format to be mailed to

participants.
b. select name for organiSation.
c. mailings to participants.,
d. supply list of participants and identify contact

'persons for each state.
e. address feasibility of obtaining funds for future

conference (August or September recommended).

4
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Diana Adorns
Maiority Student Recruitment
School of Nursing
University of California
Son Francisco, California 94122

Spike Adorns
Staff Associate
Regional Services Unit
WICHE
P.O. Drawer P
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Donald shoponek
Instruct, r, Biology Department
Headla ds Indian Health

,Core'ers Program
Haskell Indian Junior College
Lawrence, Kansas 66044

Lydia Ahunioda
Retention Facilitator for

Minoiity Students
choolaf Nursing, horn 611-R
niversity of California
on Francisco, California 94143

"'Althea Alexander
School of Medicine
University of Southern California
2025 Zonal Avenue
Los ,Angeles, California 90033

Felicitos Alforo
,School of Nursing
Community College of Denver
100Y Edst 42nd Avenue`
Denver, Colorado 80220

Richard Baiz
Assistant Dcan
Minority,Student Affairs
College of Medicine

'University of California
Irvine, California 92664

DeWitt C. Baldwin, Jr., M.D. ('
Health Sciences Program
Mackay Science Building
University of Nevada
Reno, Nevado 89507

Don Bantz
Director

- -Health Careers _

° Alaska Federation of _Natives, Inc
670 West Fireweed Lone
Anchorage, Alaska 99503

Dr. Vera Brand
Dean
Orvis-School of Nursing
University of Nevado .

Reno, Nevado 89507

Jerry Bread -
Director

_American Indian Institute
`University of Oklahoma
.106 Constitution Avenue Rh.. 119
Norman, Oklahoma 73069

Jack Bristol, Ph.D.
Director, MBS Program
Dept. of Biological Sciences
University of Texas
El Paso; Texas 79968

Wynemo Brown
College of Pharmacy
University of Oklahoma
625'Elm Street
Norman, Oklahoma 73609

Deli* Colobaso
, Project Coordinator
All Indi6 Pueblo Council, Inc.
1015 Indian School Road, N.W:
P.O. Box 6507
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107

Zenoido Comocho
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs
Office of theDeon

e
School of Medicine
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98195

Torn Candelaria
Minority Affairs
School of Medicine
University of California
Son DiegyColiforma 92037

R j Carlisle
Nave American Studies
Uniqersity of Montana
Missoula, Montano 59801

E. G. Carmichael
Dept. of Allied Health Occupations
Southern Colorado State College.
2200 Bonforte Blvd.
Pueblo, Colorado 81003

Julian Castillo
Division Health Related Professions
Pon American University
Edinburg, Texas 78539

',Peter Chavez
Director
Office of Minority Student AffclIrs
Utiversity of Colorado' Medical* Center
4200 E. 9th Avenue
Box 13176
Denver, Colorado 80220

1
J. Holvor Clegg
Dept. of Spanish and Portuguese
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84601 QJ

Senora Coggs
Field Cdordinator
Breakthiou-ghtb-Nursing PrOjeif
4880 Quentin Street
Denver; Colorddo 80239

Timothy 'Collins
Office of Student Affairs
School of Dentistry
University of California
Los Angeles, California 90024

hu

Benjavin L. Cordova
Staff Associate
StUdeOt Exchange Programs
WICHE
P.O. Drawer P
Boulder, Colorado 80302

.s
Forrest Cuisi
c/o Ute Indian Tribe
Box 129
Fort Duchesne, Utah 84026

N. Deer
School of Nursing
University of Arizona ' -
Tucson, Arizona 85721

42

Del Delaware -

Health Careers Counselor
Oklahoma City Area Indian

Health Services
Advisory Board, Inc.
2500 South Broadway, Suite 4A
Edmond, Oklahoma 73034

Sister Louise Denecke
Navajo Conu4runity 'College
Tsoile, Arizona 86556

Lois Deuchor
United Sioux Tribes Development

Corporation
P.O. Box 1193.
Pierre, South Dokotall501

Ann Davis Dike
Coordinator
Academic Support Services
University of California
Los Angels, California 90024

Alva Dulon
Loretto Heights College
School of Nursing
3001 So. Federal Blvd.
Denver, Colorado 80222

Leroy Falling
Director
Educational Scholarship Services
Bureau of Indian Affairs
123 4th Street, N.W.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103
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